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OLIVER ,,Blal1ket-Concert In Gym Tonight At 8
DANCE
Saturday the UC will sponsor a band dance in the Ballroom. "Southern Comfort"
will perform beginning at 9
p.m. Admission .is $1 drag and
75 cents stag.
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA, TAMPA, FLORIDA

$4 per year
Subscription Rate

OCTOBER 29,, 196'9

SG ·. Election Turnout

Shy Of Prediction_
By ROBIN lIDCHELL
Correspondent
Turn-out for the Student
Government (SG) elections
fell far short of the anticipated 35 per cent when only 3067
students chose to vote.
"You can't reJy on the electorate," Election Rules Chairman Ben Broner said about
the 26.9 per cent of the student body who voted in the
election. "But the turn-out
was excellent compared with
last year's."
_
Elections rarely bring more
than 20 per cent of the student
body to the polls. SG Vice
President Chuck T o n k i n
viewed the turn-out as "good,
but not as good as I intended."

WAITING FOR WELCOME WEEKEND
Sergio Mendes and Brasil '66 will appea.r at Curtis Hixon

"Brasil 65," has .helped shape the pop music world 'l\'ith its
distinctive "Pan-American" style.

Hall 8:30 p.m. Nov. 6 as part of the kickoff for Welcom e
Weekend. The effervescent group, which first appeared as
~
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BrQ~I '66 'IO '?'Appear
At l:JSF Fi:,~ \f-,/1 Frolics
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By MARY ~lcKEY l>.

Managing Editor k·.
C <

Sergio Mendes •and :t3rasil
'66 will appear in .eoncert at
Curtis Hixon Nov/ 6 at p.m.
for USF's annual. Fall FI:~lics.
Sponsored by -.·thft. s,µpent
Government, Fall FfQlics\ y,ill
also feature the '!lams Revue
in a concert-dance Nov: . 7, in
the Gym, with., 'fhe annual
Bunion Derby ·and several
sports events in-between,.' .
For a full listing ~f times
and places for these and other
events please see Page two of
this issue.
, ·
IN A LONG distance" conversation with The Oracle last
week, Mendes discussed his
music and his upcoming ·per-
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. formance ' df this music at'>'tha~ :other kinds of music," he
MANY THINGS are happenUSF.
• said.
·'
.
ing .on the music scene today,
"Well, I · think I offer ·to :
'T think we are a unique · but· Mendes said he couldn't
your . <!ge .&'~otip somethin~ type· ·sound . in this country see any major trends develthat the other music doesn't . .. r think we represent al- opfng. ·
·
"I hope there will be more
offer,': .· Mendes said, when most a relief from the other
places for the · Brazilian
asked why Brasil '66 was so · sounds," h~ _explained.
popular.- in th is day of "hard
WORKIN~.. ON this '66 ::'..sngnd, 'ii ca u se Brazilian
. sound is ."ft')J:I've b~n .Qoiqg _·., :qiusic ·represents a very im'r_o~k0 '!_ : .. - ,
."And I think I'm talking for the :P.il~t ,!hree· ·years," "- poftant part of.the world.
•
. . ' '!It's· not a corny Latin-type
·abouf intimacy, I'm talking . Mendes said;:liowev.er, J(e 'ma/re~• a spe:_· sound, but -I think it's a hip
abou~ riiinanticism, quietness,
YO\! know?" -~e said.
.cial effortto::t,e .a~~ up to date -sound," he explained.
as possj~le· · - , ; .~spe_ci,a,lly ,. ,. , The new· generation of col~ND~.. WENT on to ex- where material is. concerned.. lege kids is "the people that I
plam that . mstead of the loud
"Like :on the new. 'album I really like to play for," he
sounds we _ present the ple~s~,., do a song from Hair - 'Easy said.
·
· ant a,nd the .very soft sounds to Be Hard.' I also recorded
·
·
" AND I AM looking forward
.also, you know?"
.
. .
.
'Wichita, ·,Lineman,' 'Norwe- to coming to USF," he added,
Brasil ' 66 does use a hard ~ian Wood' (from the Beatles) "and my first trip to Tampa.''
sound at times but, "mostly . and a Brazilian song called
_Although Tampa is across
our music is more listenable ·. · 'Yemele;' "he said.
the U.S. from Los Angeles,
Mendes said he thinks "college students are the same all
over the world - they have
the same needs, the same interests."
And the '66 is the same everywhere, too.
was addressing about 250 stu"We decided it would be
Parham said certain.portions
dents and faculty members .in of Hillsborough were well easier to keep the '66 in our
the Theatre last Wednesday above the SO-microgram sul- name. It would be very conafternoon. Greco was invited phur dioxide limit. Above 80- fusing to the public for us to
to speak by the Engineering micrograms the dioxides be- change the year every year.
College Association.
THE '66 IS not associated so
come harmful to human
He brought with hin1 the· health.
much with the year as it is
Hillsborough county Pollution
Sulphur dioxides come from with the name, Mendes said.
Control Director, Roy Pa"And for people in 1970 and
coal and fossil-burning· indusrham, who outlined the nature
1980
it will be '66 still," he
trial plants, such as Tampa
of the pollution problem in the
paused.
county.
(See POLLUTION, Page 3)
"I hope," he said, laughing.

e

Mayor Hits Pollution
Tampa has a grave pollution problem, Mayor Dick
Greco said.
Air and water pollution are
"areas that people don 't concern themselves with," Greco
said, "until they're gagging
for air and wearing gas
masks."
"These are just two areas
where we have let things go
for too long," he said. Greco

to show up in the Social
Science building is attributed
by the election committee for
the loss of "300 or 400 votes.''
Several campus organizations worked actively toward
getting their members to
vote. Encouragement came
from the SG through posters,
s t i c k e r s proclaiming "I
VOTED, DID YOU?" loud
speakers and the golf carts.
The 49 registered candidates formed the largest field
to run for the 22 contested
seats on the student legislature.

United Fund

Seeks DoIla rs

v THAT IT SHALL be a
function of the Senate Council
to set up the final agenda for
each Senate meeting and that
said agenda shall be prepared
and distributed by the chairman of the council,
v Only elected members of
the Senate shall have the voting privilege,
Y' Rules of Procedure be
established according to Sturgis Standard code of Parliamentary Procedure,
v That the Senate meet
regularly monthly and any
other special time as determined by the body with an
open-ended schedule,
v THAT SENATE meetings
be open and announced to the
entire University community,
Y' That the presiding officer
of the Senate be a member of

Blacks, Cooper Discuss Afro Program
Groups of USF's black students have been meeting th is
week with Dr. Russell Cooper,
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts, and the black professors
t e a c h i n g Afro-American
Studies to discuss .a more detailed approach to future
course offerings.
Also, a candidate for the
temporary job as coordinator
of Afro-American Studies has
reportedly met with black student groups to explain to

them the future of the program as he proposes it.
Cooper told The Oracle that
it is likely that the candidate
for the role of coordinator
may be named as early as
this week if his proposed programs are acceptable to all
concerned.
IN A J ~ TTER to Cooper
last wee!;, ::,e Afro-American
Society withdrew its support
of the Black Studies Program.
One of the main points

DEAN RUSSELL COOPER

made in the letter was alleged
lack of effort made by Cooper
to find and hire a director or
coordinator for the program.
Cooper said the dispute
evolved because of a failure
to communicate the present
efforts being made by his office.
He said the selection of
black coordinator for the program by his office now awaits
a p p r o v a l by the AfroAmerican Society before his

selection is confirmed.

HE STATED further that
the new coordinator would
serve for the remainder of the
year while the national search
for a permanent director continued.
Cooper added he has replied
to the Society by letter and is
now waiting for their reply.
He said he expected the current problem to be alleviated
and added that he felt that
both he and the black students

Clark - SRG - 591; Marv ~
Bailey - SRG --: 576; Bob
Byrne - SRG - 576; Michael·
Rosen - SRG - 556; Steve
Beckman - SRG · - 518;
Thomas ·G. Dickenson :- SRG
- 495 ; Peter W. Lyoµs '"'."
SRG - 458; David M. Partin
- SRG - 446; Adam Rubinowitz - SRG -,- 442; Bob
Schneider - Ind. - 435.
Write-in candidates received
201 votes or 15.2 per cent of
the entire vote. Among those
receiving votes were the · pe-·
rennial favorites George W!!.1lace, Spiro Agnew, Mic~ey
Mouse and Me. ·

Student legislature
Censures Allen

BRONER WAS enthusiastic
about the response from the
use of golf carts loaned by the
Athletic department. "Definitely a novel idea," the election chairman said , "the fullness of the ballot boxes on the
carts was far greater than
anywhere else on campus.''
The Engineering CommuniBy STEVE SNOW
ty had the greatest turn-out
SfaH Writer
with between 65 and 70 per
The Student Government
cent. Many classes· in the
Business college were dis- Legislature (SG) last Thursmissed early t o encourage day night unanimously censured USF Pres. John S. Allen
students to vote.
Highest turn-out percentage as "being flagrantly abusive
came from Argos complex to the rights of all members
when 47.7 per cent of the resi- of the University communidents voted. Andros followed ty.''
close behind with 42.l per
Tpe . resolution callipg for
cent.
censure was based on a SenFontana-DeSoto's 31.2 per ate Council meeting Allen
cent outdistanced the Com- called last week to discuss
muter's 19.7 per cent. Vote to- proposed revisions for the
tals for the respective com- structure of the University
munities were: Argos 664, An- Senate which the council had
dros 631, Fontana-DeSoto 312 unanimously approved a week
earlier.
and 1457 commuters.
At the meeting, however,
WITH THE ADVENT of the
mobile voting stations, the the council decided to defer
students were bombarded to decision on the revisions so
and from classes with the re- they could be further disminder to vote. SG President cussed.
Steve Anderson said prior to
AFTER THE council meetthe election, "If they don 't ing, SG Pres. Steve Anderson
vote, it will be because of labeled Allen a "dictator,"
their own lack of motivation.'' and said the meeting was
Optimism for a large turn- "typical of the kind of situaout dwindled as the day went tion we're trying to solve.''
on. The failure of poll workers
"Through p r e s s u r e he
(Allen) 'convinced' the council
members to reconsider," Anderson said.
The revisions, which according to Anderson, would
"significantly improve the
Senate's efficiency and acceptability.'' The revisions are:
The United Fund Drive is
under way, and seeking donations to fulfill its $10,000 goal.
The present total is $968, a
long way from the expected
amount.
Everyone benefits from the
United Fund. Your annual
pledge supports· 38 health welfare and character-building
services, and is distributed
where it will do the most
good.
To help this fund-raising effort, Circle K is sponsoring
organizational competition. All
clubs will be competing for
the best overall club total
raised. Awards and guaranteed news coverage will be
given Nov. 7.
The deadline for donations
is creeping up. Do your fair
share now.

WINNING CANDIDATES
for SG legislature representatives were:
ANDROS: Janet Lewis ~
SRG - 418; · Bob Hogue Ind. - 378; Valerie Rubin SRG - 352; Stuart Cannes SRG - 337; Paula Hinton SRG - 322.
ARGOS: Roy C. Ashley Ind. - 329; Bruce E. Meiselman - Ind. - 307; Mark D.
Strichter - SRG - 281; Joe
Cavaliere - SRG - 281.
FONTANA-DESOTO: Gary
Pyle - Ind. 201; Fred Horowitz - SRG -164.
COMMUTER: Susan H.
Allen - SRG - 604; Karl

were working along the same
lines with mutual objectives.
AN ADDITIONAL point contained in the black students'
letter was the lack of instructors in the program with M.A.
or Ph.D degrees in black
studies or any related subject
area.
Cooper said that efforts
were also being made in this
area, but there are apparently
no doctorates in black studies
at this time due to the newness of the program.

the Senate elected by the SenThe resolution also implored
ate.
Allen to "return the propose·d
The original SG resolution changes to the agenda for the
.had read "denounce" rather next Senate meeting" for
than censure, but through pro- their consideration Saturday.
posals by LA Rep. Hal Price,
An unnam ed Andros reprethe wording ~vas changed to sentative asked if the presi"censure."
dent had to pay any attention
All the council members to the censure.
except Geography Prof. Dr.
"If he didn' 1· pay any attenFuson - changed their votes
to the council's recom·tion
at the meeting with Allen.
·mendations,
tliere any~way
PRICE recommended the we can be sure he'll (Allen)
change to · "get some action pay any attention to us?"
taken."
THERE WAS no way the
Sen. Jack Belford, the resolution's sponsor, said that de- legislators could be assured
partment chairmen felt it use- any attention to the censure,
Chuck Tonkin, SG vice presi• .
less to run for the Senate.
"Many are afraid to run be- dent said.
The SG a nnounced at its ·
cause they feel there is an
axe hanging over t h e i r meeting that there would be a
heads," Belford said. "And "meeting of the whole, that is,
the whole legislature at 2 p.m.
that stinks.''
CBS Rep. John Greer said it in CHE 100, the same time th~
was "time others began tak- University Center is meet;
ing the ball, too. We are in as ing.'' The meeting will take
milch danger as the faculty." place Nov. 5.
Sen. Bob Pasternak said the
The Legislature will confaculty was "suppressed and vene in the same room with
oppressed," adding; "and you the Senate to give physical
(the legislators)
are too, and moral support to the Senwhether you know it or not.' ' ate, an unnamed legislator
THE RESOLUTION said.
charged that Allen has acted
The SG also asked that the -.
unwisely in "domination of legislators impress upon the
the University Senate,'' and in other students the importance
his "total disregard of the of this meeting and that the
unanimous decision of the legislators should encourage
all students to attend.
Senate Council."

rs·

HEP Receives Federal Grant
The High School Equivalency Program (HEP) at USF
has received a $248,594 grant
from the Office of Economic
Opportunity to continue the
program through Aug. 31,
1970.
HEP is a program for high
school seniors or graduates
from migrant backgrounds.
The students are prepared for
college entrance and collegelevel work or given vocational
training.
The students live at the University Apartments at USF
and are permitted to return
home only at vacation time.

'There Was No Su~h
Thing As Palestinians'
Since G h a z i Aboulhosn
started this series on the
Mid-Ea.st conflict, new developments have taken place;
the uiJ.ique role of Lebanon in
the conflict, the new ruling of
the Supreme Court permitting
Americans t-0 serve in the Israeli army and retain their citizenship and all the facets of
the continuing afterma.th of
the 1967 war.
These events compelled
Aboulhosn and The Oracle to
extend the initial three-part
series into four inst.ailments,
with the final article appearing in the issue of November 5. See page 12.

Room and board, education
and a $10 per week allowance
are given each student. .
The program is under the
direction of Thomas L. Murphy and the. College of Basic
Studies and is geared to accommodate approximately 50
students per ti;aining period . .;.

Inside
0RA..CLE,'
SOCCER TEAM wins twice
and is _now .in contention for
the national title, rac~ up
11 points in two games. Page
6.

HAMAYAS JAPAN exhibits
here. Oriental ' art In fine
form. Page 8.
ANOTHER ORACLE football predicting contest. Win
two tickets to a Tampa U
game ll'ith a few good guesses. Page 7.
IDllsborough County Bo n.ri
Issue vote set Nov. 4. Page .4.
BUNION DERBY again this
year. This annual wild walkrace mayhem march from
Fine Arts to the Gym pronili;es to please the parade. Page

6.
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SG To Present Fall Frolics 1969
Tams Revue To Appear
Here For Concert-Dance

*
Fall Frolics
Schedule Set

Take a top singing group, add a batch of
great selling phonograph records, mix well
with a seventeen man stage act, surround the
whole thing with a mob of cheering fans, and
you have yourself a beautiful batch of instant
entertainment better known as THE TAMS. ·
Joseph Pope, Robert Smith, Charles Pope,
and Horace Key are native Atlantans and attended Howard High School together. Discovering their mutual love of music, they formed
a group that picked up their first professional
jobs at $5 per night.
This broke down to the magnificent sun:i of a
buck and a quarter each. However, talent and
audience acceptance soon rocketed them to a
spot where they attracted the attention of
music man Bill Lowery who signed them to
management and recording contracts. The immediate result was "Untie Me", a hit in both
the pop and R & B fields.
WITH THAT BEHIND them, Lowery had no
trouble putting them on the ABC label and just
to show how much they appreciated it they
came out of their first session with "What Kind

NOV.5
2 p.m. Bunion Derby

NOV.6
5 p.m.

Dorm Decorating

Judging .
8 · p.m. Sergio Mendes and
Brasil '66 Concert Curtis
Hixon Hall

NOV.7
4 p.m. Intramural football'"Alpha IIlE vs Alpha IVUSF
FB Field
.:...,5 p.m. Intramural FootballSigma Alpha Epsilon vs
Sigma Nu-USF FB Field
.. 8 p.m.-12 p.m. Concert
-Dance with the Tams Revue•
Dorm Trophies for decorations given out at intermission.

NOV.8
10 a.m. Student-Staff golf
Tourney. Register at Pro
. Shop. Gift certificates for
first, second, third. The Calaway system. USF · G o 1 f
Course.
2 p.m. USF vs St. Louis Soccer. USF Soccer Field.

Dorm Decorating Set Nov. 6
The USF Student Government (SG) is presenting Fall
Frolics Week starting Nov. 5.

The Tams Will Appear Here Nov. 7

Frolics Add Flavor

PARENT'S DAY .
2 p.m.-3 p.m. Open HouseDorms
3 p.m. Honors Convocation
4 p.m.-5 p.m. Open HouseDorms
5 p.m.-7 p.m. Open HouseReligious Centers
4:30 p.m.-6 p.m. Bar BQAndros Cafeteria.

USF adds a Latin flavor
Nov. 5 wben the highly regarded A & M recording
group, Sergio Mendes & Brasil '66, makes an appearance
for '69 Fall Frolics.
The famed ensemble, since
its association with Herb Al- ·
·pert, has been a consistent
album seller. 'Its initial effort,
"Herb Alpert Presents Sergio
Mendes & Brasil '66," released in August 1966, earned
the coveted Gold Record from
the recording industry.

Expert
llacquet
Stringing

Of Fool (Do You Think I Am) ", which reached
the number one spot in America's charts. ·
" Laugh It Off", - "Hey Girl", "I've Been
Hurt", and a host of others kept them orbiting
starward and brought them dates with such
headliners as James Brown, Ray Charles,
Paul Revere, and others who knew that the
boys had a "can't miss" act.
After the addition of Al Cottle, a Washington,
D.C. singer, THE TAMS continued to build
themselves a revue type show, which now carries seventeen performers.
Nineteen sixty-eight rolled around and the
boys welcomed it with a session that produced
" Be Young, Be Foolish, Be Happy".
THEIR FIRST MOTION picture appearance
was in "Mondo Daytona" and t he two spots allotted them are highlights in the movie.
THE TAMS will appear at USF in a Concert-Dance in the Gymnasium Nov. 7 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are on sale in the University Center
Lobby for $1 per person. Tickets will be sold at
the door of the Gym the night of the performance.

· Those that followed, including "Equinox,"
"Look
Around" and " Fool On The
Hill" also have received the
coveted award.

nema, that he made his reputation as a musician. For
three consecutive years-1961he \ as hqnored by his
compatriots as the "Best Piano Player and Arranger in
Brazil. "

63 - ·

The group arrives here following
successful engagements in North and South
America.

In the United States, Sergio
Mendes & Brazil '66 have appeared in most of the top
night spots and halls and on

college campuses from coast
to coast.
Guest spots on the nation's
most popular television shows
h ii. v e acquainted millions
more with the distinctive
Mendes sound.
MENDES CAME to . the
United States from his nativeBrazil in 1965. Since that time,
he has worked to perfect his

harmonic and rhythmic structures, which find their roots in
the music of many lands, including Brazil, Great Britain.
The United States and Italy.
Recently Mendes completed
. a highly successful tour of
South America where thousands thronged concert and
night spots. He was greeted
by more than 25,000 fans at
Galeo Airport in Rio de Janeiro.

Annual Derby
To Instill Spirit

From there Sergio Mendes
& Brasil '66 carried on an exhaustive schedule of live and
television dates throug·h out
the continent.

A dorm decorating contest

will be held Thursday, Nov. 6.
The dorms can be decorated
in any theme. There will be
prizes for first, second, and
third place. Judging will be
based on originality.
All outside displays in the

dorms must be taken down
after Sunday, Parents' Day.
Trophies for the winners will
be awarded at the Tams
Revue, in the Gym.
For further
information
please call Linda Zapasnik,
Fall Frolics Committee, ext.
6260.

IIAROLD E. EDWARDS, Ph.D.

ANNOUNCES THE OPEN! G OJP
H IS OFFIC E FOR THEPRACTICE
OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Senior Class

To Meet ,.,.onday
There will be an organizational meeting of the Senior
Class of 1969-70 Monday at 2
p .m. in University Center 252.
The purpose of the meeting
will be to nominate officers
and plan activities for the
year.

FoREsr nRRAcEA~eo1u1 cENTER
10069 N. FLORIDA AVE.

MONOGRAMS
N~1dlepoint, Yarn
And Bags.
Sewing and Costume
Supplies

KING COMES
TRIMMINGS

APPOINTMENT _PA,;;;;FLO;;R;;IDA;;;;TE~lE~P~H
_'H;O~UR~S;;B~Y;T~AM;;
932·3501
· a. ve. .
O~N~E2;;~;;~•;91;;35;;5F•~8;;1
6~1~~;;;;;;;;;;~

1

·PHONE 971-5947

RES. 949-4653

d/-nn- <Winn 9-fo'ta[ Shop
SPECIALIZING IN WEDDINGS. CORSAGES
AND FUNERAL ARRANGEM ENTS

2209 E. FLETCH.ER
All seniors are invited to
Fall Frolics weekend marks
TAMPA, FLORIDA
The group has produced. attend.
the third annual Phi Delt
four Gold Record Award alDerby. Sponsored by the
Bussing will be available to brothers of Phi Delta Theta, bums for A & M Records:
MENDES, WHO as a pian- Sergio Mendes Concert ticket the Derby provides three days "Sergio Mendes & Brasil '66;''
PHONE
ist is also under contract to holders needing transporta- of competition for the eight "Equinox," ''Look Around"
949-6391
and "Fool On The Hiµ."
Atlantic Records, is a native tion.
USF sororities.
of Rio de Janeiro. It was in
Round trip bus fare il!.-.50 ""'
h . sonnities, _w,jth .hel • . .,...
the fabled Rio -suburb, Ipacents. The bus wm leave7ffie - o m· flii 14 fraterni~es , will Administration Building at compete on the USF mtramuAnd we've come up with some pretty important information . .For example, we know that college men are in the
7:15 p.1_11. and leave Curtis ..rahields for two awards. One
best heahh period of their lives, tha t they have a greater
~ ~ BEER
Hixon Hall at 11:15 p.m.
· trophy will be awarded fo the.
• •
life expectancy, and that they will command greater in~
WITHTHESOULSOUNOOFTHERAVEN
Bus tickets can be . pur- ~ sorority that wins the m~joriA Bir-B-Que is being
comes in less hazardous occupatjons than most people.
,_A~
f i~1\!!AT. 9 TOJi!:1!0$t~o chased at the Fall Frolics . ty of contests, another Will be ,planned for students and parAnd because of" this, we've designed a special life instfrance-savings plan especially for college · men. It's called
·~
Table in the University Center given to th e sorority display- ents as part of Fall Frolics'
1he Prorectivc:· Life College Senior Plan, and offers exing the most spirit
O_PEN DAILY 30TH AT BUSCH Can Drink- Gents $3.00 Lobby.
·
Parents' Day.
ceptional.. benc.fits at preferred rates. Covera~e includes
- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The Derby is designed to inaccidental death; disability, and a protected insurability
crease and instill the Greek
The Bar-B-Que will take
benefit. The College Senior Plan has no war exclu sion
spirit at_USF. Everyone is in- place Sunday from 4:30 to .6
clause, offers full aviation covern~e. and becomes completely paid tip at normal retiren)ent age: Also; prem iu m
vited to attend.
p.m. in the Andros Cafeteria.
deposits may ~e deferred until earni ngs increase.
··
Tickets for students in
Get
full_
de/ails
from
these
College
Represenlalives:
15-meal plans and parents are
Jack F. Newkirk
· · Joseph S. \Vate.rs
The Great Pumpkin
$1.30 and are available at the
: _:. A·dcock-Moore & Associates
Santa qaus is coming to University Center Information
Suiloi: 206, Mariner Building.
· 5-115 Mariner Street
the Experimental Theatre Fri- Desk.
Tampa, Fla. 33609
day at 4 p.m. in the Centre
The menu for the Bar-B-Que
Tel.: 877-839 1
Stage (TAR 120).
will consist of chicken, ribs,
PROTECTIVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
beans, slaw and drinks. For
further informations contact
Russ Kitching, 971-4280.

Busing Available
For Fall Frolic:s Conc:ert

PROTECTN E LIFE

Has 0-o'tre k Lot Of
.Gradu·ate Stu- y

Parents' Day

.,- ~H.
...,~

A

"A.-_}·

B B Q At A d

BLAST

i

n ros

World CalTlpus Afloat
is a college that does more
than broaden horizons.
It sails to them and beyond.
Again in 1970, the World Campus Afloat
program of Chapman College and Associated
Colleges and Universities will take qualified .
students, faculty and staff into the world
laboratory.
· ·
.
Chapman College now is accepting final
applications for the next three consecutive
semesters: Spring 1970, Fall 1970 and
Spring:, 1971. Preliminary applications also
may be made for all future semesters.
Fall semesters depart New York for ports
in Western Europe and the Mediterranean,
Africa and South America, ending in ·
Los Angeles. Spring semesters circle the
world from Los Angeles through the Orient,
India and South Africa to New York . .
For a catalog and other information,
complete and mail the coupon below.

·"KING OF MOD CLOTHES"

r------ ------- ---,

I 20%
I OFF

I
I 20%
I OFF

Art student Leana Leach of Long Beach
sketches ruins of once-buried city during
World Campus Afloat visit to Pompeii.

. registered in The Netherlands, meets
· International Safely Standards for new ships
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UC Program Council Endorses Rathskeller
By VICKY SMITHSON
Staff Writer
I
The University Ce n t er
(UC) Program Council has
unanimously endorsed a pro- posal to renovate the south
dining hall of the UC for a
Rathskeller-type club.
The action was taken after
Mary Margaret Rutledge,
member of the Rathskeller
Committee, told the Council
last Monday night of a meeting she had with Andrew C.
Rodgers, USF Business Manager. Mi~s Rutledge said that
Rodgers had the last say en
the proposal which would be
used for the Rathskeller.
SHE ALSO said that Rodgers did not foresee completion
of the facility until the fall of
1970.
Rodgers met with the Program Council two days later
and presented a rebuttal to
Miss Rutledge 's comments. "I
am not the person who approves or disapproves the
Rathskeller," he stated.
He added, " I did not say the
Rathskeller would not be in
use until next year. I said we
think there is enough money
set aside to complete the renovation. However, if we start
and run short, I can assure
you the rest of the money will

be forthcoming by July of
1970. · But we would operate
the club with what we had."
A major problem confronting
the club is who would operate
H. If King's plan is used, Morrison's Food Service would be
the operator. Rodgers said,
however, that there was no
reason why another food service could not take over if
Morrison's did not fulfill the
stl/dents' needs.
"We are not married to
Morrison's and their contract .
can be cancelled," he said.
Miss Rutledge is pushing
for an outside service, University Sit Inns. It is headed by
Lou Simmons, former student
body president of American
University. He started a club
there last summer and would
send a proposal to USF if
there is a sincere desire for
hi&services.
A CONFLICT between Miss
Rutledge and Rodgers developed over thl'! Sit Inns group.
Rodgers said he would welcome any proposals from outside interests.
But he wanted them to submit a · corporation charter, the
last audited ballot sheet, and
other items to establish the
company's standing. He also
asked for a written proposal.
Sit Inns was asked to do

4.
If passed, the EBA will
make approximately $35million I a year immediately
available for building vocational - technical centers, junior colleges, and two universities, without imposing new
taxes. ·
SG PRES. Steve Anderson
said that the EBA will not affect USF immediately. However, Anderson said that it
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Q•TIPS

A~ organizational meeting ,
of ' the USF Computer Club
will. be held today at 2 p.m. in
University Center (UC) 202.
The meeting is open to all
majors and the election of officers will take place.
PISIGEP
,
: Unsold textbooks at the Pi
Si°g Ep book exchange may be
picked up Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays during the 2
p.m'. free hour.
Books not claimed by Nov.
21. will be forfeited.
WORLD AFFAlRS
· New officers of the World
Affairs Council include Ghazi
Aboulhson, president, James
Riekse and Barbara Gillies,
-co-vice presidents, Jeanie Ho,
secretary and Ma·x ~itchell,
treasurer.
Students wishing to join ,the
World Affairs Council should
inquire at UC 214, Monday
through ·Friday from: 3 to 5
p.m.
NEW PARTY
New Party will hold an organizational meeting today at
2 p.m. in UC 205.
New Party is a registered
political party in Florida and
is registered also in 14 other
states.
All interested students are
urged fo attend.
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LIMIT 1

Hillsborough county," Parham said, "and we're still in
the horse and buggy days
when it comes to dredge and
fill pollution control."

Electric Company, Parham
said.
ACCORDING TO a chart
showing a nationwide ranking
PARHAM SAID the county
of cities with air pollution
problems, Tampa was rated had the "police power to enamong the worst in the nation force pollution control," but
in steel erosion caused by he added that power wasn't
chemical in the atmosphere. the real necessity.
The ranking is based on a
"Our biggest problem is imstudy done over a 12-month proper, waste disposal," he
period.
said. "There are over , 40,000
"But the trend in the city is septic tanks in use in the
downward, " Parham said. county. Parham said the city
"Over the whole county the was working on a bond issue
pollution problem has in- it hoped to use to finance the
creased, though, mainly due updating of the sewage systo decentralization - people tem.
·
moving to the o u t 1 y i n g
"But we have one of the
areas."
best incinerators in t h e
- Parham cited several corpo- state," he said, "and probably
rations, among them Tampa . the best in the southeast."
Electric and Florida Steel, as
Parham admitted Hillsborr esponding positively to re- ough was far behind many
quests to curb their release of other , states in the fight
effluents into the air.
against pollution, "but we
"But we have over 100 line- don't have the problem they
al miles of polluted streams in do, either," he said.
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VALUES

$2,25-$2.50

IMMERSION HEATER

RIGHT
GUARD
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•

• Makes in s tant hoc
coffee , tea or soup
• Ideal for dormatories
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home or traveling •

ANTI-PERSPIRANT

TOOL RIOT!

$1.19
VALUE

YOUR CHOICE

$1,00

CHIC lRAYEL

$7,95 ·
, VALUE

$14.95
VALUE.

.;:c-," ··~,

7

99

$15.95
VALUE

·

REG.

39¢

• Color or black &
white piCtll'es
• Automatic exposure
• Built•in flash unit

VALUE

s-ct.

AVERS

1

VALUE

ABLE
CURITY DISPOS,
DIAPERS
SPONGE
DUPONT SCRUBBER
WIL.DBIRD SEED

119

$1.19 VALUE
LIMIT 1

57c

$1.49 VALUE79c
LIMIT 1

BORN ·

NEW
,REGULAR

·EX, LARGE

REG. $1.59
LIM.IT
1
•

REG. 39c
LIMIT 2
"ALLSEASONS';vJ~E
5-LB, CAN
LIMIT 1 ,

119

12c
34c

4gc

:io-ct.
REG •
BAG
MINATURES 39c

35C

TRICK or . '1sc \LALUE
EAT BAG

• Juliette 9-transistor
(Modal FR1215),
• l'ligh impact cabine\
• Walnut gtain finish

l

BABY RUTH . J~~~OR REG.
CANDYBARS 3 59 c

11

$1.98 VALUE
Ll~IT 1 _.

HARD TO HOLD

·$29.952499 $19.951488

mix.

35c

LIFE

8 88

POLAROID CAMERA AM-FM TABLE.
'-COLOR PACK II . SOLID STATE FOR INST

candy glaze
• Also available in a
coconut and almond
1

::rii

,

SNACKS

REG. $f.79

:~·

12
MYLANTA LIQUID OZ;
oz.
PALMOLIVE
HAIR RiiitAR
WHITE RAIN SPRAY

·• Automati.c heat
control
• 5½-qt. capacity

:-~ .'!.· ~1 • Clusters of J>l?PCOrn
-"' ·.·... ,W
with peanuts ma
-

499

COOKER

Signal light control
Automatic warming
Drip proof faucet
Easy to clean

C

OUTFIT

RELIABLE HI-FRY

EMPIRE
PERK

• Qua( ity corn straw
• Smooth finish wood
handht

• 9200 spincast reel ·
• Plus 80-yds. 6•1b. Iine ·
• Matched companion •
glass rod

• Model #2332
• Lightwei~ht portable
• FuH y guar on teed

'2-188

.
58

HOUSEHOLD
STRAW BROOM

.

HA·IR DRYE.R

• 5-Cup 140-0Z.) capacity
• 9,push b'utton control
• ~el NN81 will whip,
chop. mix, grate. puree,
~lend and liquify,

•
•
•
•

LARGE ASSORTMENT
FOR EVERYDAY USE

LIMIT!

:WARING .
·-BLENDER

Mayor Greco Hits Pollution
(Continued from Page 1)
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n,

$2.2-5

25 's

sion.
Another committee, chaired
by Glenndon E. Clayton, Director of Auxiliary Services,
is working on plans for a new
bookstore which will be _built ,
south of the Business Administration Building within the
next two years.
Andrew C. Rodgers, University Business Manager es•
timates cost of the building
at $1-JI).illion.
·

3019 W. HILLSBOROUGH
PHONE 877-9507

I

RINSE

VALUE

Bookstore
Expansion
Discussed
The Sub-committee on Space
Use of the University Space
Committee met Oct. 24 fo dis·
cuss plans for the .temporary
expansion· of the USF Bookstore.
The committee, headed by
Charles • H. Wildy, dean of
Men, was formed to study the
space problem uf the bookstore and to find a temporary
solution.
WILDY, AND the other
committee members, Clyde B.
Hill; director of University
Planning, Dr. Dean F. Martin; associate professor of
Chemistry, and John Rhodes,
4 POL, will talk about the
managers of the Bookstore
and the University Center to
try to find a plan of expan-
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FREE
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LIMIT 1

WOMEN'S NYLO.N

KNIT SHELLS
AND. TOPS

Sc·

Long sleeve or seevetess tops
Mock turtle with zipper and a
variety of other styles
l\la\ly fashion colors
ose

BLOUSES

ROLL UP SLEE
• Choose from a large
variety of solid color
and fancy prints

SHOWER ·
CURTAINS
• Plastic construction
• Many fashion colors

98C
VALUE

48'

BOWL BRUSH
& HOLDER
• Decorative plastic
• Long handle bowl brush
• Similar to illustration

· $1.29 VALUE

18

C

Yes , a free set of prints
' with · every roll_ of film de~ · veloped and printed- ..• KodacoJor or Black & White
'~ --Today and Everyday!
-=\ · When you pick up you~ de
·
veloped film and prints,
you can buy one roll of
Kodacolor
Black & White
'· · film at regular price and
we wi II give you 01!8 roll
free-Today and Everyday.

or
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16-oz.

cortoN SWABS

will "ease the financial pinch
on USF, eventually."
The drive for University
support of the EBA originated
at the State Council of Student
Body Presidents, hel!i Oct. 4,
in qainesville. , Statewide endorsement and work through
the individual universities was
stressed by the Council, .
Anderson. said that the
Board of Regents had been
pushing the EBA and was a
strong convincing agent ' in
· swinging the SG endorsement.
A SIMILAR bonding issue,
which had been approved in
1963, expired under the new
• State Constitution June 30,
1969.
The SG will print EBA in•
·formation pamphlets to be
. distributed to USF studen_ts_.
Anderson said that the SG
hopes that students will discuss the EBA with their parents.

. -,. ·Meetings

$2~,000. .

FREE

I
I
I
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SG Endorses Resolution
For Education Building
The USF Student Government (SG) has passed a reso' lution to endorse the continuation of the Education Building
Amendment (EBA), which
goes before state voters Nov.

to get a legal viewpoint and to
see if there is any way around
the bill. So far, he has heard
nothing.
The idea of .a Ra,thskell,er.
was . started by Ray King
three years ago. He . worked
on the plans until he came up·
with the current, flexible one.
A wall would have to . be
knocked down .in the UC, but
no other major changes would
need to be made. ,
,
Th~ club wot4d , be p<!,id for.
ou_t of a depreci~tiim -funq.
Total eosts would ,be about

this, but never complied. If campus because two food serthey did and their proposal vices could not operate in t!Je
was accepted, they could same building. Since there
come to USF and give their •ar~ not plumbing or kitchen
full sales pitch. Then it would facilities in the south. dining .
be up to the ·Executive Com- hall, they would have to be
added at 'some expense and .
mittee to make a decision.
Miss Rutletdge said Sit Inns would raise legal problems.
came to USF this - summer,
ANOTHER PROBLEM facbut was .not received very ing the Rathskeller is the lei:!ordially by Raymond King. gality of beer. A bill passed
King said he did not know the the Florida • legislature this
group was coming and was year prohibited beer on Florinot prepared for them.
d!l campu~s. ~is is the way,
But after talking with. them, Andre}V . ~odg~rs -inferprets .
he told them they would have the bill, but . he has' sent nuto raise another building on merous ietters to Tallahassee

•
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Israelis Only Want Homeland,
And A Decent Opportunity
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An editorial, no. A sob story, no. A
feeling for my homeland, yes.
Ghazi Aboulhosn has written a series
of _articles on the Middle East conflict
from the Arab standpoint. I woul!l like to
take the other side, not in defense, but in
explanation of the · Israelis reason for
fighting.
·
As far back as man can remember,
the Hebrews have been fighting" for a
place to call their own. Before the birth
of Christ, the Hebrews were at war with
the .Canaanites, the Philistines, and
many other people who wished to suppress the growing Hebrew nation.

.

~

-Vote 'for' The Future

$6 million available for construction, there would be approxim!l,tely
$46 million · obtained through the
sale of bonds.
WHEN CHRIST WAS born, the HeENROLLMENT IN Florida's in- brews
began fighting another war, a war.
stitutions of higher education will
within themselves. The question was:
increase from 214,247 in 1968 to
they remain faithful to the old
projected 410,928 in 1975. And with , Should
teachings or break away to follow the.
this doubling in enrollment legisla- new.
,
tive committees have estimated
Although the teachings of Christ var•
building needs for the next· six ied little with the ancient laws, there
years to be financed by the state at was a new concept. Perhaps the follow$357.6-million. Even if the bonding ers of Christ at tliat time could ·be called
amendment passes the state·1egis- :the first reform Jews. · .. '· -/
As the centuries passed; the followel_'S ··
lature must still come up with $197
of the Judaic teachings spread _to other
million.
lands. Many Jews found it difficult to - '
This amendment -is the only
assimilate into the different cultures,
UNDER THE PRESENT setup, item on the statewide ballot. Flori- and some other people, as well as the
without the proposed amendment, da voters have become notorious Jew, still do.
Fforida's higher education needs for defeating bond issues, especialENGLAND, AT ONE time banned all
must be financed on a · pay- _. ly ones they don,.t understand. An · Jews
. from the country and forced the
as-you-go basis.
extremely light turn out is expect- native English Jew to leave. The SpanThis amendment will reinstate ed.
ish, also, stopped Jews from entering
'
the bonding authority under the
OVER HALF the student body Spain, and during the Inquisition, many
1963 Higher Education B o n d at USF is ·eligible .to vote. Also fled the country, were sent to Spanish
Amendment which expired on there is a large number of faculty . colonies, or were killed. Yet, at the same
June 30, under provisions of the and staff that can vote. The Uni- time, many high Spanish officials used
Jews as advisers.
new constitution.
v~rsity vote is a very critical one
Moving more to the present, during
It is important that the voters in this referentjum. The Oracle the 19th century and the early 20th cenrealize that the amendment will urges every eligible voter to take tury, the Ru~sians conducted their pocontinue an existing program and advantage of that priviledge.
groms, a series of mass arrests and murthat it will require .no new taxes.
ders
of Jewish men. The pogroms are
We fear that if this · amendnot
as
well known as Hitler's mass exterIF THE AMENDMENT fails ment fails ·the crisis in higher edu- mination but they were just as destructo receive · the necessary votes cation in this state will be ·intensi- tive.
fied.
.
.
about $6 million- will be provided
Now that I've gone through a sporadic
WE FEEL · THE Legislature
for building af the nine universihistory of the Jews, one may ask, what
ties, 28 junior colleges, and 23 vo- \)'ill move to meet the needs of is the point of this history lesson. The
cational-technical centers through- higher education even if the people point is that the Jew has had to fight
out the entire state next year. And at this time do · not. The _people what at times has seemed to be a losing
it is estimated that over the next · must decide whether to continue to battle for existence.
ONE MAY SAY that the Blacks are
six years only $82 million will be use tax ·monies already available,
·
still
fighting for existel)ce and recognior to leave it up to the Legi;slature
available for- construction.
tion,
this is all too true, I would be the
The passing of .the bonding au- to create a new program,
first to agree and back them up. I have
thority on Nov. 4, would mean that
The Oracle believes this is the had doors slammed in my face , just be$160 - million would be available most important issue facing Flori- cause I wear a Star of David around my
over the next six years. Th_is is!vir- da's voters this year. At a time
tually double the --amount the pay- when taxes already take a substanas-you-go funding would provide.
, tial part of the dollar we·feel -the
But even moreJ Jl}porta,nt is the bonding admendment presents the
fact that next year instead of the "best buy" available.
On Nov. 4, the people of the
state of Florida will decide the immediate futi.lre of higher education
in this state. ·
The bonding authority given to
the state government by constitutional amendment in the 1963 referendum by a 2 to 1 vote was discontinued ·with the adoption of the
new constitution this year.
The new constitution does provide for the collection of the utilities gross receipts tax which would
be used to finance the program but
it does not give the government the
authority to sell new bonds:

Welco·me _To Jhe. Centerfold
Several off campus publications
at · the . same university is nothing
new and such an onsurge of print
. is taking shape a,t USF.
'The new papers, The Forum,
The ' Shadow and Father Joe's
Homilies, are (strangely, in thes,e
days of candy _revolutions and ho.t
rhetoric) h~t t9 ·-pe laughed at. We
welcome · them ,.into· ·the centerfold ·
of the fifth estate.
We recognize the . void between

the "legitimate'' campus newspaper and·the maze of literary and
intellectual interconnections of the
academic quagmire. And we feel
that if properly handled, this sort
of radical journalism, new media,
-print impressionism,
whatever'
one chooses to call. it,
tupotion as ,the ·-perspective seeker, giving
people new words to . fit new
thoughts in a new age.

9r
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neck. Yet, just as the Black is proud of
his color, I am proud to be a Jew.
The English allotted Qte Jews of l he
world a land they could call their
"homeland," but it was not a free land.
The British continued to rule and govern
it. During World War II the British attempted to halt the enormous flow of immigrants from the German-occupied
zones.
The English mandate forbidding immigra•tion into Israel was broken repeatedly, h~wever, as the Israeli nationals
unloaded cargo ships filled. with refugees
from Hitler's Wrath. These refugees knew
that Israel was, and is, the only country

•

.

.

3 ,-

in the world where the Jew feels no bigotry because of the ,religion he practices.
IN 1948, WITH United Natiol}s persua.sion, England created the free state of
Israel. The Zionists, who had started the
movement for a free state for the Jews
Many have given their lives in the strugin 1897, saw their dream come true, the
gle. I can not condone all the tactics
Jews had a place in the Holy Land, a
used by the Israeli's in their curr.ent
home, a center for their religion.
fight to retain Israel, but, I can and will
Israel, howeyer is nof a religious censupport their reason for fighting. '
ter such as Rome and ,the Vatican is the
center of Catholicism. Israel is a moral
AFTER SUCH A strQggle, CQuld it not
· center, in the sense that it is located in
be possible ,that the Israeli Jew is afraid'
the Holy Land, the birthplace of most · of losing what he has strived so hard to
major religious; which include:; Judaism.
achieve? He will go to any lengths to
The Jews have fought long .and hard
keep I~ael as a "homeland" for all ·
. to win back their place in the Holy Land.
Jews.

dh, I hate that idiot. Change the station, will you dear?

SfA Guideline$ Would Allow . Sfu~ent Commentary
~ ,. , ,.,~-. ,i:s--.-_-_,ft_.:•ic/"'1,uuQ:c,i or '. Allen,·
_·_ ~);•if ~'--:-.~
ounse-,1.ng
·'PersOnal C ,-..,__ ., ~ . _·:lt.:';~~ij lo·' Loosen ·Reins

· ACP Convention; No , Small Matter This weekend some 1500 editors ,. tion and: the backtalk to represof college newspapers across the · ·sion . . It-J s in that strange stage in
nation will assem_ble in Miami · evolutionary journalism where you
Beach for the annual Associated must feed people what they will
.CoJJegiate Press ___ (ACP) conven- ·· , eat even when they think !t tast_e s
tion. It is no small matter.
bad.
·
) t repr~sents an assemblage of
~ ,Ancf perhaps it all comes down
the -people who run what are per- . to the feeling that there is no pel!Ce
haps the voices of colleges and uni-_ • and there is no pornography, only
versities; from bi-monthlies to people and bucketful of words that
weeklies to dailies. And the signifi-. you believe if it sounds right. So
cance of this convention will not be · maybe with all_the words ·heard in
its banquets· or its luncheons~ It Miami this weekend someone will
will be the time spent talking over . have something to take home with
a drink or a hamburger, when ev- him _ a truth, a feeling, an argu.
erybody begins to 'loosen, feeling rrient, some hope, something to
out ·the common problems and the try.
. ,
newpro blems.
A college ne"!spaper has · a
And we welcome ·the ·ACP to
unique standing. ];t is somewhere Florida.
JOHN THOMSON
in the middle of the heavy undulaEditor
tions when the talk turns to revolu-

.

'
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DEAR EDITOR:.
During·• the past summer, controversy
arose c;pncerning ."non-academic coun, . ,
seling''., ,on the part of faculty members.-The definition of such advice or counseling, and° "the exten.t of ~y limits to bEl
placed on it, not clear.

J~

The~e:areOnli official policy statements
dealing· ·with this matter, so it seems aP:,
propriate to provide functional guidelines

Sheltered God;
Sheltered Man
DEAR EDITOR:
I would like to agree with the conclusion rea:ched by the · article "God
Leads a Pretty Sheltered Life" which
_ appeared in the October 22nd issue of
the Oracle.

for ·both students and faciulty in tliis important irrea.

•· The following statement has been developed in cooperation with Dr. Herbert
J. Wunderlich, Vice President and Dean,
Student Affairs: We have agreed that it
is a reasonable and appropriate state•
ment of the informal policy to be followed at U.S.F.
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS require
that counseling be performed by professionals who are qualified to serve the
needs of the individual. Professional
courtesy among the University educators
and staff, each and all highly qualified
and selected for their special services,
generally cont~mplates the practice of
referral and consultation with the specialist on the staff.
The personnel program of the University, for example, contemplates that the
clinical needs of students on campus be
referred to the professional staff engaged
for this particular function.

The problem isn't that God lives a
.. Of course, these guidelines are not in,life sheltered from us and our ;prob- ··
iems, but, that most men choose to shelt.er themselves rrom God and His claims
on their lives. Most people· believe that
Christianity is a set of rul~ and regula•
tions, a nice little moral code that isn't
really relevant to our "enlightened" society. Few people .realize that God has a
vi,tal interest in them personally and
truly wants the best for their lives.
.
ART SMITH
J)EAR EDITOR:
4EGR
Within the last 15 years, race relations in the United States have greatly
GT
improved. The majority of the American
populace has taken a ·second look at his
attitude toward race, with a new gain for
· blacks. A new morality has developed
and that is : " It is wrong to hate or disANPA ,PACEMAKER AWARD 1967, _1969
crinµnate against a 1 person because. of
ACP ALL-AMERICAN SINCE 1967
his race."
.
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Segregation
and
many
of
the
negative
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attitudes toward .the blacks in this nation
Tainoa, FIi., 33601,- under Act of Mar. 3, 187P. Prtnt•·
. .ed Eiy The Times Publishing company, SI. !'eltl'$o
has had a very common pattern. Collec. burg. ,
.
tively,
it has been thought that the
·.
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.
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blacks were inferior.

·
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_ ·
·
_ ·
!er~~on: ·wp ch ~ahyays exis~ , _!:>etweert:;..;;
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mdiv1d_u~ _who IE.l!tually .f:!:_iwe~t :-,~?-<;!r.c.:·:-':.:';:. · .
.
other.
· :'&r.:{ £;/L
many respects the situatior:i of this
,~-,.I,~7
'.:--' c,:·.: , University is like. the growth of a child.
,V"...... . . .......
FOR EXAMPLE. a studep.t might·, ask ·'-- E very · newl)orn child is _helpless and
could not live without someone to
the advice of a faculty riieinbe r . concerning a personal problem. Th~ fc1culo/
for him. He needs to be fed, clothed and
membe~ should refer the:"·~~,def ~ ~e-; ; ~od,dled, until as lie grows older, he
appropnate source of. ady1c~.-~i!;;:eoun- ·,, :itarns to . be more and · more - selfs7ling, and sh~uld clarify: f!1~} ~ ts; o.f _; ;;~taining. _. - · ·
·
.-. ""..,
.
·
his own professional competenc~.', , ·:. ·
.
. T. ··'..' :, : -. · ,. · ·o' "sci it is with the -University Qf SQuth
If the st~dent still_ wishes,' ~ ,ob!am
Florida. In 1956 the university was born
.
.·
. .
'
. the same kind of advice that ·h e •might
,
n other persoit" whom he · havmg John 8_. Allen as_iti:; parent. The
obtain from a Y
..
• ti ti0
th"
th
respects and whose judgmeil~ he thinks
new_ ms tu _ ~ \yas no mg more . ~n
sound, it would be the pr,erogative of th~
an idea until John ~en dr~ss~ it In
faculty member as a pe~ n- to offer admodern, superbly f;qUipped buildings and
vice.
.,\;;
fed it with a faculty of the highest .caliber.
We hop~ that p~bile.~tioil of these
guidelines will prevent .misunderstanding
With Allen's coddling, the young uniconcerning U:s.F. p9licy :<Jn this sensitive
versity grew rapidly into an outstanding
topic.
center for learning, •an achievement of
DAVID E. CLEMENT
which Allen can well be proud.
E. WALTER TERRIE
However, as a child· matures his parCo-Chairmen, StudentFaculty Association · ents· must 'realize that adequate food,
clothing and love 'a re not sufficient for
the child to reach his full potential. Similarly, USF can _only realize its full ,Potential when parental restraints are removed.
John Allen's baby has grown at a phe:
~omenal rate and is still growing. But if
· that growth. is not to . be retarded, thep
the· :voung institution must be given the
freedom and . rest><insibility commensublack; or is it just plain wrong, to hate?' 1 · rate with its-maturity and ideals.
In this light, many of the contemporary
There comes a time when parental
ideas flourishing on campus are inconsis- .
strings
m~ t be ioosened and children
tent with prevailing racial attitudes._
must be permitted to execute the right of
SOME OF THE groups that ar,e , the · self-determination. For USF that time is
Io~g .overdue. President Allen has done a
scrapegoats of collecfive student and_fac;:Hile job in transforming the land beulty guilt on the campus are the estab:
i:ween Fowler and Fletcher Avenues
lishment, the administration; cops, -red. necks, bald headed businessmen, religion . .from sand and·. palmetto to an outstand(of any kind) , Mississippians, the mip.- . ing educational center - but it is time
dleclasses, the United States, the milifor Daddy to let go.
tary, WASPs, and etc.
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As TO WHY this happened, only endless volumes of research will tell, but
the important fact was that the individu·a1 black was the recipient of all the negative attitudes heaped upon this stereotyped group.
These attitudes have crystallized into
collectivized guilt. The TRAGEDY of collective guilt is that the individual is
judged not upon his own merits or demerits but upon the merits of his group.
Under these conditions man loses his
identity and dignity. .
The question that is posed now is, " Is
it wrong to have negative ·attitudes or to
assign collective guilt (or praise) to any
ethnic group? Is it · wrong to hate a

.

As a nation we have made progress,·,
but this progress will only' complete
when an individual is accepted as an individual; and the guilt, praise, arid
responsibilities of others are not imputed
. to him. Hu,man dignity is found in indi,
vidualit);, not collectivity.

Such changes will be very painful for
some faculty and student groups at USF ·
that pride themselves on being more
than willing to · change (others). The
propagation of h1ftes will not be an easy
profession to give up.
ONLY TIME. ··WILL tell whether our
Chief Scarab and his underlings will remain conservati.v.e or become liberal.
: ;:
KEITH WALLER
qj,
. 4 EDU
'v.
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Jim Fair
To Speak_
· In Theatre
2 P.M. Today

Letter Policy
The 'Oracle welcomes letters · to the
editor. All letters must include name
(which will be publi!ihed) , address, and:
signature. Short letters up to 350 words
are preferred . Letters received prior to .
. noon, Friday will be considered· for publi- .
cation the following Wednesday.

Eulogized Stevenson
Returns fr om Dead
EDITOR'S NOTE: Thi) following open letter to Dr.
Charles Arnade was received
by The Qra-0le from Prof.
Robert Stevenson. Dr. Arnade
is p~esently at the University
of Ife, Nigeria, on a Fulbright
. Fellowship . He and Stevenson
are professors in the .American Idea Department.

(The last time I· saw
Charlie Arnade was the
day he left Tampa on the
first leg of his trip to Ife,
Nigeria. He, ·his -remark-·
able wife, and most of
their seven children we!)t
to Tampa airport on that
Labor Day morning in my ·
beat-up old Volkswagen
bus. Little did I know
tffat he was leaving ·behind the commentary on
my "case" which appeared in the· September
25th Oracle.)
DEAR CHARLIE:
One of my friends who read
your article about me asked
me when I had died, I refused
to answer. Another genuflect-
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ness. What you may have serious vein, I was surprised nological world of today.
taken as rectitude is either a to read your statement that I
THE FACT REMAINS that
lack of imagination, a lack of have no equal status with among the people I have met
energy, or entrenched Middl_e native-born Iranians. If this is in the world, Iranians stand
·' ,
·
·,
Being viceless makes me true, you know ·more \about it out for open-heartedness and
Age.
,
one
that
you.
tell
I needn t
rather uncomfortable. than I do. The Shah hasn't readiness to b_ring the outsidfeel
not, and cannot
il.oes
. ,
'
'll The way a eunuch does, possi- ask,ed ·me to join the Cabinet
' ,· t'
change·one~ roo s, or rea . y bly.
yet, it is true, but in four
years no citizen's right has I am having a little trouble
or
on~
me
allow
you
Would
.
new
.
r
put dotp~ altogethe
discrepancies? No- been denied me, including eli- with the notion of a H eavminor
two
·
ones . .
thing 'so bad as Moral Turpi- gibility as an Iranian farmer
tude, of course., Moral Turpi- under the recent land reform enly Way of Life, because it
is ·especially bad, be- laws.
tude
seems so basically un-AmerI pointed out, wi_th c,on,iwsure,
foreign
restricting
laws
The
knows
really
one
no
cause
pera'
that it isn't· often that
are very ican.
son has _-tlie opp'ortunity . to what it is, but I don't think I ownership of land
ancient and were based on the
read and comment on his own am •guilty. of it (and· neither
fears of a weak nation that
I'
or
President
,
the
does
obituary.; or ·like Finnegiip, to
the hearthside without
of a strong power er into
nationals
wouldn't be around at all this
to rearrange himbe watchf':11 _a t the, wake.
him
asking
year!) Incidentally; while you (in this case, Great Britian) self in Persian fashion.
It follows that an obituary·of
are·in .Nigeria, 'find out wheth- might buy up large tracts
Persians estee{n good ·manwriter, Jlke yo~. wh·o 'chooses
the Nigeria~ have discov- local land and then seek the ners and respect for personaler
.
a live and .lively subject must
ered any Moral Turpitude and protection of their o w n ity, and -the · outsider who has
expect to have some backtalk
n_e ither will have a cold recep·.
from the. corps~..
Let . me right away thank I felt, and still do, that a life-time basic commitm ent tion. But a foreigner ,vho likes
and respects Iranians will be
you for all the kipd things you
facili~
and
ened
.strength
be
would
Iran
in
welcomed as o·ne of them.
education
to
"vulnerability" playing the Is there a sinfulness in becoming an ex-American that is
have written about me. I am
example
_
famous
most
The
of the Tampa Tribune
game
assure
group
to
the
grateful, and want
tated if I became a_ full-fledged member of
the disastrous misfor- ~
of this is Alexander the Great, that the . American Idea is very much worse-tha n just having
you that· my reactions - from
teaching.
among whom I was living and
a conquering outsider who.· essentially a course in Ameri- tune of being born a non-American?
Beyond are made in the friendI
ss liked P_ersians, cinization, or indoctrination
neverthele
liest and most light•heart ed
Persian princess, in the American Way of Life?
a
married
dis~over
t
.
vein imaginable
what , they do about it. For government to uphold their and chose to learn what he
a pretty good Way of Life, because it seems
You know better than that, ary is probably
that I am, or "was," a much example, ao they enjoy it?
rights to use of the land. In , could from Persian imperial
you felt ·so basically un-American, and ~ ·
how
of
st~tement
even now· the
better person :than I really be. But to get back to my point: modern times, criticism of experience. T h e Persians but . perhaps
you're even un-Persian, but a ."re- ·
but
left,
point has not been made when you
lieved (or even- do now, from thanks for trying to de-vi c;e these iaws (including my
up to tired" PR man here from the ~
it
bring
to
in
have
to
that
going
much
so.
him
strongly enoug!i that the
th e premature Hereafter me, Charlie, or clean me up, own) has resulted in certain liked
history, they Chairman of the program has date somewhere along the line :t.ast Republican campaign asmythical
their
where I find myself):
but sainthood is not amo_ng exceptions being made in the have PERSIANIZED him.
buried me sures me that in •no time at
never seen the course as one because you have
property
ommercial
c
_
,
of
't
case
don
·
Sa4Its
.
aspirations
my
still hap- all he can make Heavenly
are
things
and
alive,
let
IN THIS CONNECTION,
THIS HAS THE convenient in indoctrination, nor does he pening.
limits., and
municipal
within
thing.
one
for
te,
demonstra
sound like American, and
ethat·troubl
up
bring
first
me
effect of allowing the Persians now.
then . we won't mind the ap· IN A SOMEWHAT more small suburban tracts for ressome matter of my vicelessDOES AN EX-AMERICAN
IF YOU WERE a Holly- parent disloyalty in adhering
to believe that their armies
idential housing.
by community con- wood script writer, h~w would to a Heavenly Way of Life. :
But is this really relevant to were defeated by a Persian somehow,
by law, forfeit you end the story?· By the
not
if
sensus
foreigner!
a
not
r,
commande
my status here? In fact , my
of things time you have thought THAT
DO A GOOD job for Americriticism
of
right
the
In s o m e w h a t different
decision to become ari Iranian
th e Per- American? In all reason, I do one over, I'll have _the 1answer can Idea in Ife, Charlie. I
liked
have
I
order,
national predated my interest
wish that we could transplant
think he does so, and very for you!
in trying to purchase my sians so much that I Persian- not
perthe
history
our
in
often
Meanwhile, as a temporary the departmen t intact for a
farm, which was on long-term ized myself, but this was not
expathe
by
gained
spectives
my
of
repudiation
of
act
Blithe Spirit, I am tinkering year or two, to Ife and Isfalease. I felt , and still do, that an
for
valuable
been
have
triate
in
task,
impossible
(an
past
the idea of starting a han- _a nd Shiraz, and many
with
a life-time basic commitme nt
stay.
to
chose
who
those
Heavenly Idea. ·Do you think other places. What a splendid
to education in Iran would be any case), but an act of comgame,
small
a
play
let's
But
glad
am
I
love.
and
Bob Warner would chair the time we would have, and how
strengthened and facilitated if mitrnent
illusare
players
the
which
in
reno
have
and
it
t if we changed his much WE might learn about
did
I
that
departmen
I became a full-fledged memAmerica in the world today.
humble.
·
trious rather than
name to ·«Archangel"?
ber of the group among whom grets whatever.
and
Eliot
S.
T.
that
Suppose
In spirit only,
you
trouble
question
Perhaps the
I am having a little
I was living and teaching.
Bob Stevenson
were really raising is whether Henry James, those renegade with the notion of a Heavenly
THERE WAS NO urgency a foreigner in the United Americans who b e c a m e
in making the change until States should exercise all the Englishmen with a flourish of
the matter of eligibility to rights as a person that he has contempt for American cul, · purchase my farm became a under American law even ture (both cases very differthough he has fewer or differ- ent in this respect from my
ent ones under his own laws. own), were alive and · availI am glad that I did it and I SHOULD THINK that just able to lecture in the USF
have no regrets whatever.
asking the question in such English or Humanities De- .
the
bold terms would answer it p a r t me n t? Any ·objecfrom clarifying the deeper poThere's no doubt that
hould tiolls????
ffir ti 1 b t
mushis
litical realities and deeper somovement
Even old Ezra Pound would anti-war
Us . ed
pressing matter, and at that a ma ve y, thu othne
rooming·, ' but where is' it cial ,: problems involved ) n
e mt
at
forget
never
time there was no good rea- States has always been a make the grade these days,
maintaining yankee imp~rialson for delaying the naturall- country of foreigners, at least despite his residence in F11s- going? Now more than ever ism and a worldwide class
the anti-war movement is be:zation proceedings.
throughout the most impo~-.
coming "respectab le" due to structure.
'
n,
the
immigratio
at
of
said,
tant periods
As I have often
In understanding _ the iminflux . Qf so many "rethe
point when the change took and the Constitution was writ: . ~eiTJg viceless makes · me
niiture of U.S. .policy,
perialist
place, it was utterly without ten to apply to "persons" and feel rather uncomfortable. spected" people.
an understanding of . the CIA
trauma, and I thought some- not just "citi~ens" (excep~ in The way a eunuch doe_s,
Previously the -thankless do- is necessary. The CIA · stands
main of the . radically conwhat nQstalgically • back · to cases of voting and office- _
.
out as one of the major agents
scious new left, the anti-war
. ·possibly.
those days right after World .· holding).
interference throughout the
of
movement has been joined by
War II when Gary Davis _in..
Otherwise, hundreds o f
This agency has. folworld.
·Congressmen; mayors, busiParis tried to surrender his thousands of people living in
policy of insurgency
·a
lowed
' passport in order to become a this country would have been _cist Italy during World War II nessmen, many professionals and political · assassination
citizen -of the world - and · outside the protection of and his broadcasts for the and . many others. · Every- against the "enemies" of the
body's for peace now - , Nixcouldn't. He had to _belong to American laws.
enemy.
American-ruling _class . .
on's for peace and where does·
was
tribe
that
CRITICAL
and
a tribe
AND AMONG
At several points in your
IN ORDER to maintain its
American. , thoughtful article you wrote of 1f.:lreigners born that way, how that leave us?
new
the CIA resorts conthe
·
of
influence
As a member
I needn't tell you that one my '."yulnerabi lity" as a about the impertinent · and
the universities to
t0
tinually
ons
contradicti
the
change
fear
I
cannot,
left
does not, and
member of the American Idea endlessly quoted comments of
one's roots, or really put down Department, arid how· if would frenchman de Toqueville on brought out in the national buy brains and bodies. Witmoratorium actions. Anytime ness their recent invasion
altogether new ones, My roots not be a problem if I were in American democracy ?
th
are American, but my ·experi- some other department.
But I am sure at I don't a political movement of sig- onto the USF campus October
the
in
yea,rs
many
for
ence
have to make such arguments nificant proportions develops 28.
IS THERE A sinfulness in with you or with most of my out of a social reality, the rul.It is not enough to resent
Middle East has given me a
an
ex-Americ
an
.in
it
becoming
this intrusion for this school
very different perspective on
colleagues ·on the faculty of ing class tries to keep
than
worse
much
very
is
that
harm~
will conµnue to be bound to
a
to
it
I
divert
and
what
tribal loyalties, and
this University. Nor are they check
the CIA until we stop them cir .
have learned from the many just having a disastrous mis- •arguments that we should get less social reform.
make them ineffectual as rewonderful . Middle Eastern fortune of being born a non- into with the local press, and
class
RULING
hidden?
THE
be
it
HAS
Must
on this campµs.
to.
cruiters
intend
American?
not
do
I
people I have 'known for twenthat
conclusion'
tile
obituof
reached
my
nt to world
theory
Charlie,
this
commitme
all,
A
in
isn't
All
And
overriding
the
ty years is
this is an unprofitable war peace means mofe than a
sense of being a human being,
and _ should therefore be monthly mQratorium. W e
essentially de-tribalized and
really
one
no
(Over · 40;000 U.S: must .. continue to increase
because
stopped?
kad,
especially
is
e
Turpitud
Mo,ral
terribly worried about ·the
of more than commU{!ity awareness of the
cost
a
dead,
survival
(and
species
it
dangers to
knows what it is, but I_don't think I am -guilty of
minute).
per
$60,000
deeper , issues . of .American
· implict in the tribal yells and
at
be around
wouldn't
I
o;
President
does--the
neither
policy.
foreign
the
joined
//
Or have they
r _.
blood lusts that have survived
Vietnam
keep
to
year!)
this
all
movement
intact into the crowded teched and asked when I expected
to be lifted bodily into heaven.
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War ·1s Where?

Booters E11_d Trip .With Wins
By GREG l\fcELROY

Sport.s Writer

Referees Face
.Loud Problems

I

Give a man a striped shirt, a whi~tle, and a little red
«. : flag and he Ci!Il create more friction than a fox in a hen. house.
The always-the-underdog referee has been the subject
of more arguments, obscene language, physical abusement,
and mental fatigue than any other form of human life, with
the possible exception of Ll'l Abner's Joe Bfltx.
It's time someone stood up for them.
THOSE mON-HEARTED men who earn ' their daily
bread by ·whistling at bif"fnen and ,dro_pping a flag· rather
than a handkerchief have been tortured long enough.
"Why take the side of an underdog?" you ·may ask. I'll·
tell you, I've beerl a referee at intramural games and it's
enough to blow your mind.
Being a ref is better than sitting in an English class because you learn more words.
NEW WORDS.
Different words.
Words that can't be printed.
Have you ever been spit at? Kicked at? Cussed at? • .1
How about having dirt kicked all over your shoes? Your ·
1
face?
Going by the official rules handbook, it is a 15-yard
penalty and automatic suspension from the game for obscene language or striking an official.
THE ONLY trouble is that some players think it's
worth it to be able to punch a referee right in his kisser.
At a Miami Dolphfn exhibition football game with the
Chicago Bears in the Orange Bowl, a fight broke out after a
questionable tackle. By the time I raised myself out of my
press box seat, the entire Bear bench had emptied out and
cl
was on its way to the Miami bench.
They never made it.
Halfway there they were met by the entire Dolphin

The USF Soccer team completed a n o t h e r successful
weekend by defeating both
Randolph-Macon and William
and Mary. The team has now
gone through six straight
games without a defeat. The
Brahmans have scored a total
of 89 goals and conceded only
three in the past season.
The first game was played
Saturday in Ashland, Va. and
it was there that the Brahmans met their toughest opponents yet in Randolph-Macon.
The task of winning was
· made no easier by faulty refereeing, a lumpy field, and
foul tactics by a very physical
fome defense.

on a volley, leaving the opposing goalie completely stranded.
Gaffney made it four for the
_ j @J@!.J@!J@J
[jlglj'@l.Ji~Ji~.J]§LJ@
~@/@I
Brahmans in the third period
when he dribbled through the
defense to shoot a goal.
~~~
~
~
RA..;\ffiOLPH-MACON made
the score look a little more respectable through a goal in
the last five minutes in the
game.
.~
The final score was 4-2 in
favor of the title-bound Brah- 6-THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, Oct. 29, 1969
mans .
The victory over the GeorThe second victory came on
gians was essentially a team celled along with the experivictory for the Brahmans. It ence of John , Horvath and the following day against WilsJiowed a great fighting spirit Frannie Costello. Winger Phil liam and Mary in Williamsin coming from behind. In de- Vitale was aiso influential in burg, Va.
fense, Max Kernick and BahaTHE BRAHMANS SWEPT
the victory.
mian Brockholst Barrett ex-

BEFORE THEY could settle down, the Brahmans found
themselves behind through a
very controversial penalty
kick. Then, after several glaring chances missed by Greg
McElroy, the Br ah mans
equalized when Jerry Zagarri
blasted home a penalty into
the ~et.
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With their confidence now
restored, USF swept into the
lead with three quick goals in
the second and third quarters.
The agility of Danny Gaffney
enabled him to put the Brahmans out in front when he
shot the net from a fast cross
by McElroy. Coming through
from the midfield, Gavin
Turner increased the lead to
3-1 when he hit a strong drive

.What A ·Big Feet
The Buni'on Derby

ches
Coa
New .C~ager
Take Recrui·t ·Trip

USF's two basketball coaches returned to the campus
last weekend after their initial
scouting tour of Florida. Don
Williams and his assistant,
Bob Shiver, traveled two separate routes that took them to
many high schools and 18 of
the 25 junior colleges in the
state.
Williams traveled north
while Shiver covered the
southern portion of the state
meeting w i t h basketball
coaches in an effort to attract
players for USF's firs.t year of
play. USF will field a freshman team in 1970-71. ffiST, SEVERAL players began yelling at each other. _ WILLIAMS SAID he is inteam.
Then, they_ began boxing. Then, all hell broke loose.
terested in the junior col)ege
Refs were trying their hardest to keep the place under
men because they will be
some kind of control but the players just wouldn't listen. 1··
Dick Butkus included.
When the official pointed a finger at Butkus telling him ·
'
to stop the punching, Butkus bit it.
a
for
finger
a
As the saying goes, "an eye for an eye,
· finger," so the ref threw the giant linebacker out of the ·
·
game. Figuratively, not bodily, for the referees sake.
:
refera
at
AT ANY RATE, next time .you _scoff and yell
ee, think of him as a person who is dedicated to his line of \
~1
work. Most of them are very dedicated.
['.ii
That's official.
DAVID R. FARBSTEIN says : "There are really a lot-of ~l
sports here at USF, but they all live in the girls dorms and
go home on weekends."
.·:.
Im:;•.-·

i'

players with. the maturity and
the experience when the
Brahmans step · out in their
varsity season in 1971-72.
The basketball coaches will
make use of the 10 athletic
service awards available and
will also recruit heavily in the
Midwest and North.
"EV E R Y POSITION . is
open," Williams said, "and I
am not overlooking the possibility of players presently enrolled at ·usF. Chances are
small however that there are
any that can help us.
"The easiest part is going to
be the daily practice and the ·
games and the difficulty will
be attracting good b a 11
players to a school with no
p r e vi o u s basketball program."

r

By VITO CARPITELLA
Sports Writ.er

LAST YEAR'S WINNER

Give
-.- To

I
I United Fund

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Has Done A Lot Of
G_raduate Study
And we've come up with some pretty important information. For example, we know that college men are in the
best health period of their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater in•
comes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for college men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers ex•
ceptional benefits at preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death, dis,1bility, and a protected insurability
benefit. The College Senior Plan has no war exclusion
clause, offers full aviation coverage, ·and becomes com-·
pletely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium
·
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get fuW details from these College · Representatives:
·

Richard Greenlee
•

.

Students Rac-e To Bitter End

Golf Resumes

. Robert Meyer

Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
T el. : 877-8391

Nov. 8, the Fall Frolics Golf
Tournament will be held. This
tournament is open to stuAfter a summer of much dents, faculty and staff. Startflooding from the swollen ing times will begin at 10 a.m.
Hillsborough river, and even . Please sign up at the pro shop
more from rain this fall, the for this event.
golf course is now back in
It is expected that the new
playing condition. Much activ- clubhouse will be in use by
ity is expected at the USF Nov. 15. Locker facilities, club
Golf Course this year, partly storage and a snack bar will
due to a new clubhouse'.
be available.-Be sure and sign
Qul!-lifying play began for up early for locker and olub
the USF golf team on Oct. 25, storage space.
-Due to the huge number of
and Nov: 7 and 8 the USF In- ·
vitational Junior College Golf golfers who play on weekends,
Tournament will begin, It is it is necessary to arrange for
_expected that five schools will a starting time Saturdays,
enter· ·ttie tournament. Many Sundays and · holidays. One
fine golfers will be in this may make reservations by
great event and the students, calling the pro shop at 974faculty and staff are encour- 2071 or by coming by the pro
aged t o.rcome watch the play. · shop before the weekend.
By JAN WALKER

·

Sports Writer

PROTE CTNE LIFE INSURANCF COMPANY

,

.

~
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,A
~ - •e~,- ."' BEER BLAS T
WITH THESOULSOUND OFTHERAVEN
~ ~~
f FRI. & SAT, 9 TO 12:30 P.M.
~~
~ ~~

a.4 .,~ ·I

All You
· -, ~ ~
O_PEN DAILY 30TH AT BUSCH Can· Drink

Girls $1.00
Gents $3.00

SPECIAL BUS 'FOR IJ5f
SERVICE CUSTON\ERS
LEAVE$ FOR IISF
ADMINi5JllATION BLDG. AT

8:15 A.M.

RETURN TRIP 4·:30 P.M.

/(

IIY Appointment

WEDNESDAY
NOV.5
9 P.• M• EST

CBS :ry
I
1

- 933•2811

YIIIT OUR PAINT AND
IQPJ IHOP~ T4MPA'5 ONLY
ANP flflUT ~PICIALIZING
Jfl Y!W• RE~41R-

It', PIW ! ~·, it'§ Sinatra
all the way.

BUDWEISERl!l • KING OF BEERSl!l • ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.• ST. tOUIS
NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • JACKSONSVILLE

~

to an easy 7-0 victory.
After only five minutes t:Jl
play, Gavin Turner gave the
lead to .USF with a ground
shot into_ .the net. McElroy
made it number two and then
P hil Vitale scored three goals
in a row.
Gavin Turner and Danny
Gaffney score'c! the final two
goals to put the game on ice
for the undefeated Brahmans.
The Brahmans now have
only two remaining games
this season before being eligible to enter the NCAA soccer
tourney. The team has a definite chance to capture the national title if they should win
the playoffs. The next game. is
here at USF field on Saturday
afternoon.

It seems like only yesterday,
that USF's annual Oracle
Bunion Derby paraded across
campus, toting books in hand
or on piggyback, sweat bursting from all pores, with all involved battling for the coveted Oracle B~ion Derby.
And yet, Wednesday, Nov.
5, at 2 p.m.; for the third consecutive year, scores of buniqners, bodies pulsating with
enthusiasm, will once again
trudge the half-mile course
from the ·patio of the Fine
Arts building, past the Theatre and UC, across to the Library, sandwiching the Social
Science and Business buildings, bolting the blacktop -and
pouring past the fini~ line at
the Physical Educa'tion builjing.
LAST YEAR'S specators
and some 60 contestants enjoyed the beat of the Big
Brass Bunion Band and
George Mich~ll~, J!llJStach¾g~g.
Outdoors Editor for WFLA,
along with USF President,
Jphn S. Allen.
If this year's event is sprinkled with as much fanfare .
and ijubbling effervescence as
it was last year when Flash
Smitli, the Oracle's favorite
son, l/-nd a dozen-or so others
were disqualified for not abid·
ing by the rules, the Bunion
Derby §hgY!g Ilg gng gt !h!l
highlights of the quarter: .
Students and fa~ulty are
urged to el)ter the contest

along with the representatives
of the different sororities,
fraternities, resident floors,

and colleges. Entries may be
obtained in The Oracle .office,
UC 221.

''PIONEER'' 8 TRACK
STEREO-CAR·PLAYER

Reg. $ 79 :.95
• Solid State
• Complete Tone Control
and Balance
• lighted Program Selector
• Expert Installation Available

PORTABLE CASSETTE PLAYER
WITH AM RADIO

Reg. $59.95
• Solid Stpte
Compact
&
Light
•
LATEST SELECTION
OF 8 TRACK T~P~S
88
NOW
- ·R~. 6.98

5

ALBUMS 4.98 - $3.67
,. :.. EA5~ ,R_IDER SOUND TRACI{

_Commitments . Change
.Cross COuntry Attitude/

'Go, ·Girls, Go!'
Cry Suffragettes
Sports Writer

-~

:.-,A
~

.B EER BLAST.
WITHTHUOULSOUNDOF THERAVEN

FRI. & SAT. 9 TO 12.30 P.M.
0

All You
OPEN DAILY 30TH AT BUSCH Can Drink

Girls $1.00
Gents $3.00

BIG CHURCH-ORGANIZATIO.N
~--- ... -~ ~

1

-~•~ ;.

-·-·

CROWD YOU OUT?
SEVENTH PERSON TO CALL THIS
NUMBER, HAS TO BRING HIS OWN CH~IR,

.

ST. TIM'S

FELLOWSHIP - COMMUNl~ATION:_.
THURSDAY EVENING 7:00
.....

971-8525. -

· ·.

.

a·

-

.

.Writes Book'Oil Mailer ·

t~~

f)Bl/BARV

High. Scorer Dyer
Bo~ls Big. Weekly.

..

WE WELCOME USF-·
STUl>ENTS ·sTAFF

NEW!

USED

#1776

···························~-~--------------·

Sonett

Football Contest

BAY.AUTO ·

Kaufm~n, who did his doctoral dissertation at the University of Iowa on Mailer,
met the controversial fig11re
twice in 1965 - once in Alaska for four days and later at
Mailer's summer home on
Cape Cod where Kaufmann
was a weekend guest.

Adv,isory Board
Presents Garten
· Today at 2 the Student Ad'Visory · Board · is presenting
hMelvin' <;';~nl o.irector o·f the
National Alliance of Business
= men in Tampa·, as g u e s t
speaker in the ,.KIVA.
. . He will speak on the NAB
program for. the disadvantaged workers, and will seek
volunteers for work in the
program.

PROFESSIONAL
. Chicago vs Minnesota ~----~--------~--- -- ··---- ~ (Minn. 5-4)
Dallas vs Cleveland ___ ___
(Clev. 9-0)
Detroit vs San·Francisco _____ : __.,_~ . ___ _______ _~-- (SF 7-2)
Washington VS'Baltimore -- -- -•--- ---- -- . ·--"'- - --- (Bal 5-4)
Los Angeles vs Atlanta .. __ . . :----~- _. . ______ .. __ (LA 9-0)
Houston vs Boston ____ .. __·___ , -- __ . . _: _.. _____ . _ (Hou 8-1)
Kansas City vs Buffa.lo . ···-- ------·. _____ ____.___ _ (KC 9-0)
Miami vs New York- ----· · -- -------------·-- - --- - (NY 5-4)
San Diego vs Denver __ . . _----~.. _____ . __ ----- -- ~_ (SD 5-4)
0

. . _ __ _

~-andWieh

.Epsilon lntelex, ·Gamma West
· Lead ~women-'s-1ntramurals ·
.

'

The Women's Intramural ·
Basketball standings are, to
date:
League A
First Place - Epsilon tntelex
second Place - Mu 2 East

Registration

. Kappa Alpha Theta
Tliird P lace - Gamma East
"
Mui East
Alpha Epsllon Phi
Chi Omega
Kappa Delta

League·B
F irst P lace -- Gamma West
Second P lace - Kappa 3 East
Della Zeta
Tri Delta
Third P lace - Gan-vna 4 East
~psilon II

Also in the intramural de•
partment, ~imnastics , has
. been so successfu.l" that an~
. . other session has' been sched-'
uled for today, at 7 p.m. in
the Dance- Room.

G iant Hamburger (6 oz.)

1. TOl24 Jlorido Ave.
2. 10200 - 30th Street
3. 909 West Kennedy
4. -5302 Busch-Blvd._ .

Fried Fi5h Filet
Ham & Swiss Cheese
Roast Beef
Kosher Corned Beef

W11]

. Sliced Turkey
Large S ub m a rine

. Italian Sausage
· Big St. John
· Baked Ham .

1.
2.
3.
. 4.

. Roast Pork •
Ko5her Pastrami
Sliced Chicken
Tampa's Best Cuban Mixed

935-3985
935-8204
254-7461
988-8770

BOXES

'i/, Fried Chicken
Fried Jumbo Shrimp
Italian Spaghetti with Meat _Sauce
Bar 8-Q Ch icken

"~TAMM. R.ORIDA

·,.

,/?\(·-...:.

. ·. ,

.

,

....

~

Entrants should r ~gister by
lZ noon Friday, at the InOffice in PED 100,
or by caning 974-2125.

tramural ·

The tournament is being
conducted by the -Division of
Physical Education, Recreational Sports, and Athletics.
1

Every Michelin ''X" Radial Tire is
guaranteed to .nave an original
tread life of 40,000 miles. If the
original tread wears out before
40,000 miles, michelin· will, upon
presentatiQn of the guarantee card
and in exct\ang• for the wom out
tire, either allow a credit aga inst the

KDPi Recognizes·

purchase ·o f a new tire o~ a cash re- '

.

tire

Contributions
·yo Education
I

I

Kappa Delta Pi, a national
honor society in Education,
recognizes outstanding contri- ,
butions to education.

the Oracte's new Football Scoreboard
contest and win tickets to the Tam pa U. football games. All ypu have to do is pick the winners of this weeks major ga mes, pro and col- ,
lege, and drop the entry b lank in the box in the
UC-lobby. This week's entry blank is located on
page 7. For. a tiebreaker, predict -t he exact
score ,of the starred ga~e. Get your entri~s in
by Friday for this weeks contest.
Enter

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO ·MISS IT!

The Lambda Tau Chapter
was installed on campus last
year with 103 members. Nov.
24 new members will be i.µitiated.

MICHELIN .X®
/

· the tire with these high-performance features: long tread life (at
least twice that of regular bias-ply tires), shock-cushioning abi~ities, full grip in all weather; far fewer punctures .._Gasoline ecQnomy,
too (up to 1 0%).

TAMPA RECAPPING AND TIRE CO.
(Take 56th St.
S. to Route 60 then left)

•• __ . . ___ _

Competition will b!;!gin at
10:30 a.m. Saturday, with dou- ·
· ble elimination play in both"
singles and doubles. ,

FOR ALL
AMERICAN
..
AND
FOREIGN CARS!

radial

•

-------••1111!1••---···--·-·····~----~-----------'

A paddleball tournament
open to all USF students, _faculty, and staff will be held at
the handball court.s east of the
Andros Halls Saturday~ and
Sunday.

GUARANTEED 40,000. MILES ·

fund, at 'Michelin's option.

__ :

Qualifications f o r undergraduates are: Grade point
average of 3.1, and 12 hours
planned or completed in Education. Fo~ Graduate Education students the gradepoint
average is 3.25.
Any students· meeting these
requirements, who m~y be interested in becoming a member, should contact Mrs. Roling, secretary to Dr. ·James
Chambers, EDU 316, Ext. 228.
Application deadline is Nov.

i~ .

Place Yo·ur
Entry In The
UC Box Today!

.

·~

MG •• SAAB •••.$1MCA ..

If it is, you have just won two tickets to loew's Theatre. Each week we wiH be selecting
student numbers at randg_m. No obligation.
Winners see Craig Chase at below address.

Ph. 626-1117

·

5326 BUSl;H BLVD.

USF Profes-sor

IS THIS .YOUR STUDENT
NUMBER? -264■88■60l4

6807 ADAMO DR.

lffXT TO PANTRY PRi'DE

SPORTS
o ·P ACLE

For_Tourney

belted

Temple Terrace Cut Ra.te

a

.

ste 'e l-cord

,;-

condition. In a recent time also feels that the runner is
trial, Smith clocked 21 :10 for the best conditioned athlete.
When asked what the goal
the four-mile course.
Introducing
t
.
·The USF cross country
of
the team is, Hertz replied,
has
been
very
pleased
Hertz
team has reached the middle
"To be able to say that y;e
of a challenging season. with performances from C9s- have tried as hard as we
well
De
Peizo,
Ray
Logan,
Coach Gil Hertz indicated 'that
US_F's Import Hud11u1rters
and Rick Maas. He is confi- could." What more could be
the attitude of the teanr is
asked
of
any
team?
GIL
HERTZ
dent that they will contribute
Come.In For Free Gift
good. " The boys have made
firm commitment to running, much to the team in the fu.
to their school, and to them- ture.
Other fine runners on the
selve~," he said.
In recent meets, USF has. team are Ken Charney, and
been at. a disadvantage with Dave Castricone, who have
Bart Smith and Don Crank shown "a winning attitude."
With high traveling costs
not running due to illness.
and
limited funds, the team
They are now back in good
~
was uuable to attend their last
' ii.r, ~
,.,
. ' .... ; ~
away meet with Callaway
Gardens, Ga. This gave the
team an opportunity to work
for future me~ts.
.t,-: :.!
The ,Brahmans will be
.; ,..,
:=:;
flying up to Tallahassee on
-,;$.
THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida; Oct. 29, 1969-7
~
Saturday for- a meet with
~
t!.•
FSU. The Seminoles beat USF
-- ."":;'
...
•
,,;
by · only one point earlier in
d
t1
·the season. '
"J
Hertz has a definite philosohi
··;t
phy· on the sport. of cross
,.,
,:;•
Dr. Donald. L. Kaufmann, ·country. He said,, "Running 'is
•; ,i
.&
assistant professor of English, -primarily a personal chalhas written a full-length study lenge.
LOOK JTHESE SPECIALS
OVER:
.
of Norman Mailer's works.
A runner has to· work hard
Bill Dyer of the USF Bowl- anything lower than a 500 series
The book, published by the ,and test -himself periodically." ing League scored a 232 to end this season, carries the high.
r
Southern Illinois University He believes that cross country with a 570 series Oct. 23. His average in the League of 181
Heaff
Press, was rel1?ased _last is a §port that receives very other two games were 149 and after 21 games, and is a mem' 1969'Austin American ·'66 Austin
lt\ll.111
week.
_little public attention, yet he 189. Dyer, who has not rolled ber of the 1st place te~m, Team
.'66 Spitfire
In "Norman Mailer:, The
No. 3.
'65 Austin.Healy
Countdown," Kaufmann gives
1969 MGB
MGB Roadster
The Team standings this
an exte1,1ded critical analysis
$1295
1969
y4·
week
are
as
follows
:
of Mailer's works during the
Won
Lost
Team No. 3
20
8
years 1947-66 - "The Naked
18
10
Team No. 8
.Whet~ the Action Is
and the Dead," ' 'Barbary
Team No. 4
16
12
COLLEGE
15!/
1
12!/2
Team
No.
6
Shore,'' "Deer Park," "AdverArmy vs Air Force ______ __ . _____ __ _____ ____ _ (Army ~3)
Team No: 7
13 · 15
11
17 .
Team No. I
tisement for Myself," "The
Tennessee vs Georgia .. ____ ____ ______ ....... . ___ (Tenn. 9-0)
11
17
Team No. 5
SALES & SERVICE LlD.
Presidential Papers," "An
Team · No. 2
71/2
20½
Arkansas
vs
Texas
A&M
----------~---~----·
(Ark
7-2)
a5~ JfJrii• Av••
American Dream" and "CanLucille Hanscom's 179 was
;Florida
vs
Auburn
-----------------0--------·:
(Fla.
9-0)
nibals and Christians."
FSU vs South Carolina _____ ___-_ ____ .. ______ -- . _ (FSU 8-1)
Women's High Individual game,
Kaufmann then evaluates
Register At J. M. Field's
Miami vs Houston ______________ ; .. :_'____ _.. ____ (Hou. 5-4)
while Perk Dickey took the
Mailer's place in literary hisNew
For
A_
High
Three-Game
Series
for
California vs USC · ___ .. ______ __ .. ___ .. .. --,-- _____ (USC 9-0)
Women. with a 447.
.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
__
_ _Car
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
tory and looks into Maher's
Notre Dame vs Navy ______ . . __ . . _---- ~------- ____ (ND 6-3)
philosophical ideas and their
Tampa vs Quantico ______ . . __ ________ ________ ~-. (Tam 9-0)
application to contemporary
•Alabama vs Miss. State- ---· · ··---- ------ ------ (Ala. 5-4)
problems.

Date Set

the

6

BAY AUTO SALES l.T.D:

/ ·.
Recently, a rather belligerent.female, obviously left over
from the Suffragette era,
strode briskly into The Oracle
office and demanded equal
rights for women on the sport
pages, particularly for intramurals.
Since this column was devoted to men's intramural football fast week, we deemed it
appropriate to give the · girls
similar coverage on . basketball. And remember, Susan B.
Anthony, you asked for it !
"
,
b .
. .I.
Y' B E WI L,D E R 1M ENT:
' Of cour_se, . emg a gir is a
"What happened to; the ball·
sport in itsel!," claims 'did it die?"
'
Yvonne. Wan-I?gton 2CBS- , v Stamina: "Gasp, gasp ~ bemg_ a girl, ,she adds , do you know who we're play"I'd much :ather watch the ing _ gasp, gasp _ Epsilon!"
g~ys practice. soccer, but "Oh, no, not Epsilon!''
smce Im a social and recrea·Y' And -not to forget spirit:
tion leader for Gamma I have "Sink it Sue!" " Let's· go
to go to the intramurals." . George!"' George?,
'
THERE WERE four games
And the referees were a
going · on simultaneously and rare · (understanding) breed.
Yvonne found it difficult to "You ought to know better
decide which one to watch, than that " some one sorrowbut being from Gamma she . fully achnonished a player
decided to devote her atten~ who had just committed a foul.
tion to the Gamma versus "Now, 'I'm _going to have to
take·the ball away from you."
_K appa Delta (KD) game.
The KD's had a regular
NOW, I'M sorry all you
cheering section : .
feminists, but I did ·a sk some
"KD, KD, all rightee,
males for their opinions on inWorking all day and all t;ramurals for females.
nightee;
"Do you think these - in. Gonna beat Gamma, all tramurals will · replace the
rightee !
quilting bee?" respo.n ded one
male obviously left over from
Sis, boom, bah, etc."
MEAN~, one Gamma the pre-Suffragette era.
supporter entreated her floor
But a more modern young
president to cheer. She finally man replied, ·nay leered, "I
responded with a rousing (?} think it would be cute to see
"Go Gamma .Go," to whichi the no-bra craze catch on on
one of the referees responded, the basektball courts!"
"They're going all right Well, girls, so much for
they're traveling all over the equal time on the sports
place."
·
pages. Any more bright
-- Janet Klein, assistant coor- ideas?

~~~--~,:,..4'
~-1rt
.,,,'.,I"I
Q.
,I f

-------.- •

By MIKE STROKER
Sports Writer

d i n a t o r of Recreational
sports, informed us that it
wasn't "a very enthusiastic
day on the part of the fans."
But the players demonstrated true enthusiasm. Despite a hot sun, most of them
continued smiling throughout
the four quarters.
They were models of:
.
Y' Concentration: " Hi Sherri !" "Hi, Jane!" (This .in
the middle of an important
play.)
y, Power: "Oomph !"
y, Compassion: "-I really
am sorry!"
/

By MARY ELLEN MOORE

Temp e !!r~~~e .f.oun9,e

....

f asy Ride(' Strange;
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Hamaya's Japan
Exhibits Here
In Gallery

Few· Queries Ansewered

"Hamaya's Japan," 75 photographs by Japan's leading
camera-artist, Hiroshi Hamaya, will go on exhibit Friday in the Theatre Gallery.
. Bo~ in Tokyo in 1915, Hainaya "started his free-lance
career fo 1937, and is recog.nized~today as Japan's leading photographer of the landscapes and the . people of his
country's Back Coast.
The-l exhibit consists of 40
color:';(dye transfers) and 35
black, and white photographs.
The' exhibition expresses
Hamaya's concern with man's
intimate relationship with his
environment. The landscape
photographs have ' given Hamaya "new insights into -man
through having looked deeply
at nature."
The exhibition is presented
under the joint auspices of the
Asia Society and the Japan
Society, New York City.
The exhibit will ,be open 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday-Friday
and during the evening theatre events through Nov. 16.
The event is free and open to
tlie public.

teaches the boys that with been solved. Evidently not. was the me·asure dealt to ·an
some amount of, cooperation The next night, in a charac- easy riders, a lesson we all '
(and enough money) those in · teristically Fonda speech, the learn to a degree. Maybe the
The American experience, control will put aside every- message is clear, "We blew message 1s also that more
the one they will be talking , thing they believe in.
it." "Billy we just blew it." than anything, it matters how
about a thousand years from
you obtain your freedom.
The hoys have come as far
THE SCORE IS already
now, if anybody is alive, is
Maybe the dope sale was an
wrapped up in a neat, hour heavily in favor of the estab- as they planned, the search is easy way out, a cop out.
as if their over. If their identity was to
and a half package. That ex- lishment now, and
1
Maybe the lives possibly ruperience is alienation in the . luck isn't bad enough, Billy be found or escape from
was the cost that had to
ined
it
Gras?)
Mardi
the
at
(why
ready
face of encroaching society · and Captain are about
for in their
accounted
be
by
done
been
have
should
carrier
ball
best
their
lose
to
and the almost impossible
the movie
case
any
In
deaths.
now.
last
the
into
move
they
as
search for identity in a nation
that its hard to beproves
drive,
the
of
yards
20
tough
where tradition is nonexistent.
All t)lis leads to two easy come an easy rider ·a nd even
The package? It's called the deep, intolerant South.
getting, their heads harder to stay alive when one
riders
George's · death may be an
"Easy Rider.'.'
off. The violent ending finally believes he is one:
blown
The movie starts with the indication tha,t it's dangerous is ,typic&_lly American, but imup with easy ridtransaction that will ensure to get mixed
probable, literally. Intolerwords are the
final
His
ers.
. ., ' '
..
'
.
' .
Captain America · (P e t e r
ance is .bad, but I would have
clue. Intolerance is a repulya's Japan" in t~e Theatre Gallery through
Hiroshi Hamaya, Japanese camera-artist ex-'
felt more comfortable with a
Fonda) and Billy (Dennis
sion against the freedom all
Nov·. 16. ·
hibits 75 photographs of his feature "Ha.maan overt reason for their
Hopper) the means to once
easy riders have, that all reddeaths. But we can, accepting
.and for all be free (of the burnecks (these don't have to be
the movie as an art object in
dens of making a living). It
just farmers in the South) will itself, see the ending as metamay be the way to their freenever have. George is the
dom, but it may be the possi- first to die, probably because phorical.
their defeat.
lie is most like everyone else,
The Theatre 70 Fra!lla Club Asolo State . Theatre Company days. Except for groups of 20 ble reason for
EASY RIDERS may not die
rebe
not
will
seats
more
or
THUS BEGINS a long list of "semi-establishment.".
of Sarasota will present "The and the Ringling Museum of
•this way, but then again, they
s erved in advance. The Box cliches ( destruction of CapBut Captain and Billy still may know worser deaths. The
Hide-and-Seek Odyssey ' of Art.
The play is ·about an or- Office will open 45 rr{inutes _tain's watch to symbolize dis- , don't give up. Next begins the symbolic · draping of the
Madeline Gimple" Saturdays
and Sundays through Nov. 9 phaned•-teen-age. girl who fant- prior to curtain. For informa- regard for time, motorcycles long, ritualistic, religious LSD American flag over Billy's
at the Asolo Theatre of the asizes in Walter Mitty fashion tion and group arrangements as the vehicles for es~&pe, trip at Mardi Gras. This is the body and the burning flag on
about .the return 'of her par- call 355-7115.
Ringling Museums. _'
drugs, etc.). If the movie suc- culmination of an over 2,000 Captain's gas tank may be a
nation in which has consumed
The play will peremiere ents. The play is the second in
ceeds it does so because its mile search.
in flames and must now
itself
and also the strong .
under the sponsorship of the a new series of plays for chilmeaning,
THE QUESTION IS, amid
Critics ·To Speak
dren.
moral lesson (if you ~ook for the hustle and confusion of be put to rest. ·n may also be
Although the play is recomOn Their Role In Music it), is easy to see through the Mardi Gras, the LSD and the last rites of all the free
and easy riders.
mended for children of fjve
The Music Forum will pres- use of the standard cliches. cheap whiskey, have the ques. and above, it is for both chil- ent Mary Nie · Shenk, music
We are in the beginning lost tions of alienation and identity
Some say the final violence
·
dren and adults.
and
expansiveness
vast
in
writer for the St. Petersburg
Curta~ times are ·1:15 and
Times, Monday at 2 p.m. in given an alternative to CapSun:15
2
and
Saturdays
:15
3
Foreign orphans will be aidthe Fine Arts Humanities tain's and Billy's •woes, the
commune. Despite the warm
ed by money collected by the
Building (FAH lOi).
reception and the abundance
AsStudies
Basic
of
College
The topic is - " The Critic's
of escape (marijuana) availsociation Council at a table
Role in Music Today." Miss·
able, Billy is uncomfortable.
· in the University Center (UC)
Shenk studied at the Eastman
this week.
AT THIS POINT we realize
School of Music in Rochester,
And we've come up with some pretty important informaA poll was sent out to men:iNew York where she received that perhaps the boys aren't
tion. For example, we know that college men are in the
bers of the College by the,
degrees in piano, organ and searching for identity, but
best health period ·of their lives, that they have a greater
continually escaping an identiCouncil in order to find out
Twp new exhibits are open music theory.
life expectancy, and that they will command greater inthey cannot accept. Their
comes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
ty
.
opinions held .on the Basic on campus.
She . taught music theory
And because of this, we've· designed a special life insurTEMPLE TERRACE
they
identity
an
is
Studies curriculum. Collection
dilemma
Petersburg
St.
is
at
Gallery
piano
and
In the -Library
plan especially for college men. It's called
ance-savings
.
SHOPPING CENTER
boxes are in the UC, Argos a presentation of 14 plexi- Junior College for two years, try to run from.
Life College Senior Plan, and offers exProtective
the
Phone 988-2798
Their next episode in jail is
and ~dres.
glass sculptures by New York and has been teaching both
ceptional benefits at preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected insurability
subjects privately in St. Pe- understandable to anyone who
sculptor Neal Small. .
benefit. The College Senior Plan has ·no war .exclusion
,· USF Visuai . Arts Faculty tersburg since 1953. She has tried to fight the "estaboffers .full •aviation coverage, and becomes comclause,
member Alan Eaker will open joined the staff of the St. Pe- lishment." There are high
pletely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium
ideals
and
principles
sounding
a one man 'show: Inflated tersburg Times in 1962.
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
The Forum, a series of made into laws, then there
ScuJpture in the Teaching
Get full details from this College Representative:
LEE & WRANGLER
FredA.Cmm
programs illustrating, through are· other lesser, sometimes
Gallery, FAH 101.
Adcock-Moore & Associates
JEANS, JACKETS, BOOTS
Friday an exhibition by one performance and commen- unwritten laws usually foundSuite 206, Mariner Building
of Japan's leading camera tary, a cross section of music ed on the fears of those Y,'.ho
B~LT,S., HATS
5415 Mariner Sti;eet
freedoms
and
ideals
these
see
artists, Hiroshi Homaya, will subjects from various eras
HEADQUARTERS FOR MEN AND LADIESI
JEAN
Tampa, Fla. 33609
•
,
Tel: 877-8391
begin in the Theatre Gallery. and locales, is a new offering as a threat to law and order.
ENGLISH AND WESTERN
The exhibit entitled "Hama- of the . Department of Music . With their intolerance and
COMPANY INSURANCE
LIFE
PROTECTIVE
ya's Japan" will consist of 75 · Arts which may be shared 'by righteousness they squash
color and black and white the entire University commu- freedom like grapes.
the ACLU clawyer,
_nity.
prints.

By RAY ZOGORSKI Co~espoJident

'Hamaya's Japan'

Theatre 70 To Present' i-lide n' Seek

CBS Council

To Aid Orphans

PROTECTIVE LIFE

Two ExhibUs
Are Ope11
In Galleries

'TERRACE
BEAUTY
SALON-

Has Done A Lot Of
Graduate Study .

LEVI'S

RUSSELL'S WESTERN STORE

i.-

Coming

Soon
,

'

2103·-eu.soH BLVD.
-

Ph. 935-7470

;·

I'

LDire~~ly Behind 99'r Restaurant
! ~: •

BIGGEST

ROCK SOUNDS To Hit The Collegl Scene
,

.

* GIRLS: BE 18(Bring l.D.)
GUYS: 21

-

.

I

1

andover!

COCKTAIL LOUNGE OPEN 11:00 A.M. TO ·3:00 A.M.
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Audience Panders Film;
'Magnificent Ambersons' IPlace-Setter SalC # 3j
By BOB JEROME
Correspondent

patiently waited in the seaside
town of Nantes for her errant
lover to return.

Orson Welles has often expressed a desire to film a sequel to his production of "The
Magnificent Ainbersons," utilizing the surviving actors (Joseph Cotton, Anne Baxter,.
Agnes Moorehead and Tim
Holt) to extend the Booth Tar•
kington story. Though nothing
will ever come· of th is dream,
it still remains a fascinating
idea for film enthusiasts to
ponder.
Jacques Demy, the French
director noted for "The Umbrellas of Cherbourg" and
"Bay of Angels," has been
luckier than Welles. In his first
film, " Lola" (1961), he introduced a sexy-sweet cabaret
dancer
·cAnouk
Aimee) who
•
I

NO ONE MOCKED Lola's
dream. If she said Michel
would return then, indeed, he
probably would show up'
someday in a sleek white car
to claim his love, their young
son and then whisk them off
to the promised land - America. And Demy, the eternal
optimist, arranged just such
an ending to allow filmgoers
to exit "Lola" with sheepish
smiles on their faces. They
. had secretly hoped for a
happy fadeout, yet tlie wish
fulfilled somehow appeared
embarrassing.
Now with "Model Shop," his
first American movie, Demy
has the opportunity to bring
back Lola - again personified

problem!"), and his draft noby the stunning Miss Aimee and thus contrast her pure tice has arrived. The sight of
Old World charm with the Lola, however, is therapeutic,
neon, New World glow of Los . just as it was for a young
French bank clerk in the earAngeles.
Abandoned by her husband lier film, and she responds to
and separated from her teen- his romantic pleas ("Can we
age son, Lola toils in one of create something for each
California's sleazy rent-a-girl other?" ) in the time-honored,
studios, where voyeurs' pay European tradition of worldly($12 for 15, $20 for 30 minutes) wise cinema heroines.
for the privilege of photoDIRECTOR DEMY treats
graphing attractive models in his bittersweet s~reenplay
seductive poses.
. with few concessions for
HERE SHE IS discovered humor, which is a mistake
. by a young apprentice archi- since the dialogue has a pontect (Gary Lockwood) who, derous ring that is only parafter seven years of ,college, tially redeemed by the earfinds his world coming apart. nest readings of his stars.
'!'he finance company is about
Dealing with Los Angeles,
to reposses bis MG, his girl which he describes as "pure
friend (Alexandra Hay) hurls poetry," Demy is on firmer
insults at him ("You're un- ground. With a tourist's eye,
committed • • . that's your he picks out what is charming
and agreeable, in a plastic,
motorized way. Even the
" model shop" is rescued from
-cheapness, and it finally
emerges as an inoffensive
recreation center for the disaffected.

11

.

0

0

For limited:;time only...

First~Production Set;

·,

Albee's' 'Mature' Play

THE FILM, itself, can be
termed a failure, but an interesting one worth searching
DOUG 1\1\YE
120), and will run through Sat- earlier works, including "The
out. For despite its awkward
Correspondent
urday, November 13, ""ith ex- Zoo Story," "The American
dialogue and deliberate pace,
"A Delicate Balan ce," the ception of Nov. 9 and 10. Cur- Dream" and "The Sandbox" · it is stamped \vith a sincerity
first major production of the tain is 8 :30 p.m.
are usually classified as which goes hand-in-hand with
year for Theatre USF, is the
EXCLUDING "Malcolm," avant-garde, and lark the the comforting make-believe
third_of Edward Albee's more "The Milk Train Doesn't Stop meat and strength of th e world Demy tries so hard to ·
mature plays - those plays Here Anymore" and a few oth• three aforementioned longer create.
which get down to the. core of er plays that Albee only adapt- •works.
Following its disastrous
In fact, hinted Peter B. New York premiere last
human relationships and con- ed, the three major plays of
flicts.
Albee's are "Who's Afraid of O'Sullivan, director of USF's spring, "Model Shop" . has
"Balance" opens Tuesday Virginia Woolf?" "Tiny Alice" production of "A Delicate Bal- been lost in limbo, but a local
on . the , Centre Stage (TAR and "A Delicate Balance." His ance,'; one might see Agnes drive-in circuit bas given it a
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and Tobias (the couple of
"Balance") as an older ver- new chance for life simply be- _
.
.
.
sion of George and Martha cause its glamor-for-sale title
("Virginia Woolf"). Going a goes well on the marquee with
BEER
"Cov:er Girl Ki 11 e·r s," a
.
hit
further, he quipped, "Are
WITH THE SOULSOUND OFTHE RAVEN
Grade-C thriller they are
Agnes and Tobias what
"---4- ~ f
FRI. & SAT. 9 TO 12:30 P:M.
•trying to promote.'
· · ~ . ..i'
. All You
Girls $1.00 George and Martha want to
O.PEN DAILY 30TH AT BUSCH Can Drink
Gents $3.00 be when they grow up?"
George and Martha bicker
constantly at each other, and
rope unfortunate victims into
their private little games. In
· "Virginia Woolf" they reach a
peak at which the game -becomes more bitter, more pathetic than ever, and it finally
crashes down about them, destroying the pretense they bad ·
built up to survive each other.
THE PLAY ends with the
couple fearfully anticipating
·~ ~·tne ~ ii:" day; ··r ealizing"they
. ;:cannot . -return· to the game '
'that they had played so long.
Might not Tobias and Agnes
be George and Martha twenty
years later? . . . A George
and Martha that have been
forced to face reality and
bear themselves
A
George and Martha who are
asked to make decisions and
act maturely under tremendous stress?
Tobias ·and Agnes appear
rnore sedate - that is, until
they · are invaded by house
guests·. Tliey appear more settled, but that does not exclude
the possibility of a simi,Jarly
trauma tic relationship in their
earlier lives.
GEORGE AND Martha survive their play. Can Tobias
and Agnes ?·

.,,.
,--.: ~ ~~ ~ f! .
U 4t~ . ~ t
a.=
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Composer Of

Fame, Here

WHAT SPORTS

I

CARS ARE

. All ABOUT

COME BY!
COMEB,UY!

.Music Quartet To Perform;
Includes Two Vocalists
·
A concert on Medieval
Early Sacred and Renaissance Music will be performed by the E arly Music
Quartet on Saturday, 8:30
p.m., in the Theatre.
·

tenor Willard Cobb, and two
instrumentalists Thomas
Binkley and Sterling Scott
Jones, have devoted themselves to the music, vocal and
-instrumental, of Middle Ages
and the Renaissance - works
The ensemble which incudes . composed between the elevtwo vocalists """"'. mezzo sopra- enth and · sixteenth centuries.
no Andrea von Ramm and
FOUNDED IN 1960 by
musicologist Thomas Binkley,
it consists of specially trained
artists who •h ave devoted
years of study to recreating
this music in the authentic
spirit of the age. Their instruments are eitl\er exact copies
· of the old ones or reconstructions ba,sed on iconographic
material, literary sources and
extant related instruments.
The programs comprise
profane and sacred compositions, art _and folk music from
the Romance and Germanic
countries: France, Burgundy,
Spain, Italy, England, Holland
and Germany.
ACCORDING to Binkley
this music, extremely varied
in mood and style, is anything
but " primitive." Highly complex, it has melody and
rhythm and, Binkley finds, a
fascinating mixture . of our
own "avant-garde" composic
tions and its relation to oriental music, past and present.
Box office hours for tickets
to the performance are weekdays fro~ 1:15 to 4:30 p.m.
and one hour before perfor' mance. Ticket prices are $3.50
for general public, $1. 75 for
faculty-staff, USF Foundation
members and other students,
and $1 for students;

Come
. ,
-alwe.
"TM\PA'S FINEST, NEWEST,
COMPLRE
SPORTS CAR
•
CENTER''
MOST IMPORTANT
Foreign Car Center for fc;iculty & Students

at the University of So. Fla.
' "Complete Service &Parts on All Makes or
Models

MARIO'S IMPORT CARS
~804 No. Dale Mabry Hwy.
884-8464

You're in the
Pepsi
generation!

For a limited time only-get the ·fine, nationally-advertised toiletry
products that you want ·and need. ·And, all you pay is 35 c for packing,
freight and handling.
Why this-couple Qf bucks worth for -35'? The -manufacturer of these
great toiletry products just want you to try them-so that you will
know how great they are. That's why they have asked your College
Store and Campus Pac to put this deal together as a special student'
•
ser_v1ce
·program.
But there is a limit to only one per student while they last.
'

.

The

us

IJNIVE

S TY

CENTER

A'NDROS

& AR\GOS CENTER~
.J

Senate Seats Open IQday
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Medical Center
~:. ;1 :-

Top In Agenda
··m~ney is no longer enough."
By STEVE SNOW .
. Staff Wrifer •
•iro GET 'l'HE MEDICAL
'
The New';Medical•Cerifer, as· school off the ground we must
part o{ th~ new College of· lia've access to the appropriMedicine. at l!JSF will -play an · ate amount of funds," Smith
important" ro!e • in · the sur- said, addipg: "I hope Dr.
rounding co!I)Ill~!Y, Dr. Don Allen is not too· shocked at
Smith, dean of the, new col- some of things we ask.for; he
lege, said last week in an ad- built a university, so I think
dress beft re a Tampa Cham~· lie is aware of wqat it takes to
ber of Commerce .coffee.
build suitable fi\cilities."
It was the first public · adSmith explained he has
dress the dean•has made since made s o m e preliminary
accepting his post 'as 'hea~ of studies regarding selection of
the college.
faculty, "but I don't want to
Smith said there · is a ,":qi.id- make •any moves untin come
century explosion in · lmowl- · here Nov.1 to work."
edge" and the school could
Dr. Alice Keefe, dean of the
provide a place for continuing College of Nursing, also spoke
education of Tampa's physi- at' the coffee, and said she
cians.
was pleased with the progress
being made on the college.
THE COLLEGJiJ, he said,

Police's Main Duty:
'To Serve, Protect'

Nominations for non-student
representatives of the University Senate are now open, and
will be until Friday. The election date will be announced in
a future issue of ·The Oracle.

being accepted in the office of
Mrs. Phyllis Marshal, University Center 156. Non-academic
nominations should be made
in the · office of Mrs. Ouida .
Mahoney, Administration 235..

Faculty nominations should
be made in the various college offices. There are no
openings for College of Basic
Studies and Engineering representatives.

Any questions concerning
By MARY ELLEN .MOORE
these, nominations may be di. Staff Writer
rected to D. R. Harlmess, ,
chairman of the Senate Elec"The main duty of the camtions Committee, A n d r o s . pus police is 'to serve and to
:protect'. ·That's a lot of
Classroom 232, ext.'2351.
work," John Preble,' USF's
Student elections will be Security Director said.
held ' at a future date. QuesChief Prehle, as he jg more
tions concerning these elec- frequently called, has held his
tion are directed to the Stu- present position since Oct. 6,
· succeeding J;mies D. . Gamer.
dent Government Office.
In addition to· supervising
the 20 campus policemen,
Registration Un.changed Prehle's main job is research.
·Registration for Quarter Il He studies state policies and
the policies of' other state uniwill be Jan. 2 and 3, as pub- versities.
lished in the catalog. Rumors
"Since USF is fairly young,
that the dat.es have or will · by studying other campuses
we can get ideas and institute
change are false •.

To be eligible, nominees
\
must be full-time faculty with
at least one year at USF.
Each must be ·nominated by
two full-time faculty I colleagues in person or by written communication.
.I

The same basic procedure
should be followed for Administrative and Professional and
for Non-Academic staff nominations. Administrative and
professional nominations are

I

\

.

'

would "allow private and
"WE'RE ·STILL walking on
community hospitals to grow" ·air from finally receiving our·
to 1even higher excellen~.
accredition from the national
"We can be a. catalyst to nursing organization," she
provide for' area-wide commu- said.
nity health · planning," the
The college will offer an unrifostached dean said.
.d ergraduate program in nurs\ He cited finances as one of ing, with the students receivtti'e problems in establishing a ing a BS · degree and will be
medical college.
eligible to take the state nurs"We are operating in a fi- ing exam to acquire RN (regnancing type gap," Smith · istered nurse) status, she
said. "When money is origi- said.
nally allocated, ·it is enough,
Recruitment for faculty is
but by the time all the proper underway, and the college
procedures are followed, inflaJ will take its first · students in
tion has taken over and,, the 1971.

.

•
Official Not1ces

- Nov. ·u.

Honors Convocation will be held on
Nev . . 9 at 3 p.m. In lhe Gymnasium, in confunction with ,Parents'

Sunday,

'

l

Disqualified students a t
J USF have one last chance for
~ readmission. It is the Aca1 demic Standards _Committee,
' headed by Robert Cline; dean
of Business Adminfatra tion.
The · (:ommittee · ·h as two
main
functions: to act as an
1
l a d v i s o r y committee con~ cerning admissions, accepJtance, registration and rec! ords, and to act as a court of
appeals on academic matters,
} mainly disqualification.

!
l

"IT IS THE one most active
committees on campus and is
t the real work-horse," said
~ committee member Kenneth
f Davey of Business Education.
i It meets regularly every
!:.'Tuesday at 2 p:m.
~
e Academic ' Standards
ii;Committee consists of seven
m~bers and the chairman,
~a~ Cline. The membei:s
~ : Prof. Davey; Tom
t;i-ns, Education; Dr. Ed .
.Allen, Developmental Center;
... 1John Twigg, Pre-Engineering;
~ Tim Reilly, College of Basic
Studies_; Dr, .Robert Whitaker,
Liberal 'Arts; and Dr. Frank
Spain, Academic Affairs for
, Interinstitutional1 Articulation;

:

1

1755 petitions between. January and December of 1968.
Half of these were requests
for readmission. The Committee is not involved in . grade
changes, however.
To . petition the Academic
Standards Committee, a student must obtain an application form from the Admissions Office. He may either
write his story on the application form or appear before th!;!
committee,

Steps were .taken last
Wednesday to provide for stu_ti·v·1'ies at the USF-St.
de. nt ac
' ,ti
- 1
Petersburg campus.
These activities will be
funded activities paid by St.
Pete · students, with .further
aid provided by USF-Tampa.
'<
SE VERAL PROBLEMS •in
the path of planners are the
d
"All students who plan to o age diversity of ·st. Pete · stutheir student teaehing during -dents, . and the fact' that class
Quarter Ill of .this acaqemic ' schedules do not set aside
· ·
year should mil. ke. appIi ca tio
.. n time for .organiµtional meet· now
Educati'on Buildm
· g · · · gs ·
'
·
· lil •.
.
. :303.
. . . . Immediate : plans
being
. "Applications·' . should. .. .b e .made for a, student ' picnic,
l;comple. ted . and · returned,. by while gue,s t· speak
. ers, , fine
""
•
,
Nov. 15 for scheduling pur- arts productions; student
.:· poses. This deadline ·is con- newsletter, and establishment ·
: trary to previous information of a student activities office
,..given .earlier .ill .this quarter:. . are projected for. the future.
'; "Stu~ents" . who '.,· wete· ·: told ; .. Stii~ents ·, who_liav:e sugges: .
;ti.they had all of this•quarter .in tions. for the picnic or-for any
· :which to : return applications, future· actiV,ties , are enCQur~ please • take' note," Carolyn aged to · contact . Hetman
:JTurkington, Student Teaching Braml:!s, Center Administrator
at St. Peteri;burg Campus.
J Office secretary, said.

Deqdline Set

I'

m
·
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Synthetic

.

WIG

With Human Hair Wig Purchci"se

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY
ONLY AT BOTH LOCATIONS

•/<u4 fi~~r'C

CHARGE IT!

·w. WIG C.OIFFIIRES
TERRACE. PLAZA MALL
PHONE 988-7394

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 933-4097

mafors
sales.

Interested

in

pharmaceutical

USF is participatin~ in a
program.. that enables adults
ito receive eollege credit for
what they have learned in the
"school of hard knocks."
The College-Level Examina!ion Period (GLEP) is founded on the belief that people
learn m ways other than conventional school courses
and this learning should be
recognized and credited.

ranking at the 50th percentile
of the national norm of those
taking the exam.

~
yf_;lft'1,,l
·~

HOUSE

Co-Op Education

Viet Committee
1

. ' TODAY: OCT•. 29
Nole: . Due. to Workshop' and Slate
Mealing aclivities · fodav, !here will not
be a ~career Planning S8SSion •. Next sesslon
be at, regularly ·scheduled time

will

Jars tor development,. design, ·technical
service, s:irod.; Chem. mators for re•
search, develcpment, techrilcal sales;
Math. ma(ors for systems development,
·applied math and computer sctence; .
.and any science major with one or
more• Years 'Of organic chemistry fer
·1eCJinical sal&s: .
F. w. Woolworth .Co.: All :ma(ors e<>nsidered for man·a gement · training program.

next 'Wednesday. · · ·
Orientafion progr;,m for Liberal Arts
Oft-campus Term Program, SOC 110, 2
NOV. 5
p~rkshop for Coordinators and Dlrec•
Arthur Young & Co.: Acctg. majors
· The Community New Mobil- · tors, sponsored by university of Soulh for staff accountants • .
Murphy 011 Con>.; All Bus. Adm. ma•
. iz· ati·on eomnu
·ttee to ,,.__d the Florida's southeastern Center for Co01>~n
erative Education, S50 100B, SSO 017, lors Interested· In sales training pro· W . V" tn · 15
- PIanmng
.
SSO 2DOA.
gram.
ar m te am
a · co-op Workshop ,luncheon, 12:15 p.m.,
Owen ..comlng Fiberglas Corp.: Lib.
fund raising dance at the CTR 255-256.
Arts, Bus, and Eng. (IE, CE, ChE,
State meeting of Co-op Olredors 111<1 ME, EE) majors for sales representaHill Sb OroUgh Wildlife ClUb ' <:OOnlinafors
with Dr. Travis Northcutt tives, supply and. contracting, accoµnt•
Thursday at 9 p.m.
of !he Board of Regents and . Mr. Ing, production and engineering posiCharles Brannon of the State Oepart• tions.
of Administration, 3 p,m. fo 9
Florida POW1!r co.,,.: ·Engr. majors
Music will be donated by ment
tor design, operations, power sales and
p.m., ADM Boardroom.
·
MOnday,
Nov.
3
construction and interested In engr.
th~ Bethlehem Asylum, a rock
co-op Council Meeflng, 2 p.m., SSO training prosaram.
. group scheduled to appear at 100s, Ali' Co-op studenfs Invited ·10 at- · Wesfinghouse Electric eo., Engr. ma•
Jors for various positions.
.. the next Miami ·~op Festival. fend.
Wednesday, Nov. 5
EqUjlabla Life ASS11rance Co;; Bus.
Career Planning Conferenee for stu- Adm., Lib; Arts and Phys. Ed. majors
Tickets will be on sale in dents
interested In Cooperative Educa- for career training program in .sales
assignments during Quarters II .management.
the community and in the tion
NOV.,
and Ill, 2 p.m., soc 19.
J. a. Ivey & co.: All majors considU!liversity Cent~r. The price
Orielitation program for Liberal Arts
011-cam~us
Term
Prqgram,
SOC
110,
2 ered .for executive development pro,;
is $1 .-per person, and the p.m.
gram.
.
Pratt & Whlhlev Alrcraff: Engr..
than 150 employers are currentmoney will ' be used to help ly More
seeking USF sfudents for Coopera- Phy ., Math., and Chem. majors for an•
provi~e transportation for tive Education Training assignments for alvtical engr., design engr., experlmen•
Quarters II and 111. Students desiring tal eng r.., and materials engr. positions.
. people gping I to the peace -to
Stonerock, Holllngswonh & Simonet,_
be considered should make applicamarch in Washington, D.C. tion in SSO 126 at !he earliest date pos- 1 C.P.A.'s: Acctv. majors tor sfaff acsible. These are professional training
countants~
Nov.15.
Tampa Electric Co.: Engr. (EE, ME,
programs and !he studenls are paid
while on training periods away from
ChE, IE) majors for PoSilions In eleccampus.
Students
may
earn
up
to
five
tronics,
power generation, system plan•
The Wildlife Club is on. hours of academic credit during !heir ning, design,
construction, system oper•
River Mills Drive, west of Co-op training quarters.
.
ations and sales.
Some
of !he openings for Qua~r II
United
stales
Steel c..,,., Engr.. and
40th Street. Persons going include:
Chem. ' mafors for management trainee.
Food
and
Drug
Administration,
United Telephone Co. of Florida:
from the campus area can
Wash., D.C. Chemistry and Zoology. Acctg., ind, Managemenf and Electrical
drive south on 40th St. · to
Gulf Life Insurance Co., Jacksonville, !Engr. for accounting, electrical engr.
students interested in computer and supervisor positions.
River Mills and turn right. Fla.,
programming.
NOV. 7
Defense Personnel Support Center,
Xerox co.,,_, All non-fechnlcal ma(ors
The Club is less than one-half
Philadelphia, Pa., business and account• for sales representative or customer
a mile from 4-0th St.
ing.
representative.
1

I

Prehles's qualifications for
this work include his 'last job
with ' the Hillsborough CoUfity
Sheriff's Department where
he · organized the Auto Theft
Bureau. He also wocked with
homicide, crime against property and on regular' patrol at
various times.

Originally from New .York
City, Preble has 28 years experience •in the army ~d has
wor~ed with fire arms training with the Tampa police
force.

~

I .

haooenio
in sound·
~

STUDENTS UNDER
years old are not eligible for
the program nor does the University grant credit if a student has earned college resi' -in a course in a
dence credit
similar.area.

......,

J-

FRATERNITY

Dance Thursday

l(

--

The following organizaflons Will be lnfervlewln51 on campus, Check wifh career PlaMlng & Placement, ULI 518,
ex!. 2295 for Interview locefions, to
schedule appointments, or for further
Information.
'
TOOAY, OCT. 29
U.S. :ARMY ENGINEER. T.OPOGRA·
PHIC LABS: Engr. (CE, MEJ Math,
Phy., Geol., Engr. Sciences for Various
positions.
BURROUGHS-WELCOME & CO.: All

U.S. ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND:
All Engr. majors, Math, Phy., Chem.
and Biol. for various poslllons. ·
PPG IND.. INC.: Mkfg. and Bus. C
Adm. for sales management !raining
prog., en11r. for production mgt. !raining prog,, Engr. or Bus. Adm. for physEstablished on an operaical distribution mg!. training pro.,
Chem. tor research and developmenf,
tional basis in Oct. 1967,
Accfg. or Bus. Adm. for acctg, mgt.
!raining prog., Engr, or Bus. Adm. for
AN INDIVIDUAL may earn CLEP is sponsored by the Colmgt. into. systems, and Engr. for qualilege · Entrance Examination
ty confrol.
THE MEAD CORP.: Acclg. 9r Bus. credit at USF by completing a
Adm. for acctg., ChE for process engr., general examination which Board in New York\, and is
ME or ChE for producf engr_, 'ME or
tE for project engr., ChE or ME for measures proficiency in five · funded by the Carnegie1Corpo•
ration. ·
manufacturing engr., IE for Tnd. engr
and ell majors considered for Ind. basic liberal arts areas.
sales.
For further information on
THE PROCTOR & GAMBLE co.,
A maximum of 45 quarter
eus.
Adm.,
Mktg
and Advertising ma•
'hours
may
be
earried
and
the program, contact the Ad(ors for positions In sales, mktg. and
· advertising.
, .. minimum credit is given by missions Office at USF.
r
30
HORWATH & OCT.
HORWATH:,Acclg,
ma- ( - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Jars for sfaff accounfanls - public
'
acctg.
R. J. REYNOLDS . TOBACCO CO.,
tion; a number of post-doctoral Re- & w.
Bus. and Mgt. mafors for positions In
..-... ~---~ " BEER BLAST'
search Associateships are available
FRIDAY
fhrough !he National Research Council
Management by Ob(adlvu, 9 a,md .sales, leading to sales m9t. ,.
"' WITHTHESOULSOUNDOFTHUAVEN ,
HONEYWELL
·
INC.:
Electrical
and
for faculty In science and engineering. UC.<251, .
• ,
1
Meeh. Engr. · for asSOC. development
,!=~h.M.
For further details on either of fhese ' Edu. Evaluation Worksllop, I 1.m., engr.,
design and development, proitems, confact ·Spoouored Researcti at UC 251.
.
,~
.:
'
:Jill
·
Alf o~ ·
Gu: ~,.00
ductlcri-manufacturlng
and
assembly
•
Ext. 2897.
Jr. COiiege Pres. COuncll MNllnt, and quality and accounting, Bus. Adm.,
Advlsins, Schedules tor unctec:ided Acl- 9-30 " m ; UC 202.
OPEN DAILY 30TH AT BUSCH Cu Drank
Gen_ts '~· 00 ·
ana _Eco11. mafors. for acctg. and ad•
vlsl!el, whose names begin wlth .. ,A ,_:Fall· Frolies, 10 a.m., UC laobt,y. ~ ~
througit I, and R through Z: ·
·
· - UCPC Entarlalnment Comm.; 2 p.m., ·mlnlstraflve posiflcns.
HASKINS ·& SELLS: Acctg. ma(ors
Nov. 10, PHY 211 , 2-5 p,m.
UC 204.
for professtona1 career on permanent
Nov. 11, PHY 211, 8-9 a.m. .
CBS, 2 p.m., UC 205.
staff as assistant accountants.
,Nov. 13, PHY 209, 1-2 p.m., and 3-5, Study Hall, 5 p.m., LIF 235 A.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK AT
p.m.
· ." . ,. • ·FllllliiY Nl1ht, 5 p.m., UC. ORLANDO: Bus. and Fin: ma(ors or
Nqv. 17, P,HY 211, 8-9 a.m.
, :.., . '
SATURDAY
!raining prog. . ,
Nov;, 18, PHY 209, 2-5 p.m.
Della Kappa lnillaflon, 10 a.m., UC exec.
GENERAL TELEPHONE CO. OF
' INov. 19; PHY 211, 2-5 p.m.
255 & 6.
:FLAt:
Math., _Mktg., Gen. Bus.,
;For those whose n.ames begin with :I
,Retum 10 Campus LunclMon, noon, Acctg:, Engr.,
Econ., etc. ; for management
through Q, report as OTHER ADVIS- UC 248 N & S.
training
prog.
ERS SCHE!DULEUpward Bound, 1 p.m., UC 205.
LYBRAND, ROSS !!ROS. & • MONTSenate Counsel Meeflng: Oct. '8, 2
Sfudy Hall, 5 p.m.. LIF 235 A.
'GOMERY: Acctg, majors for jr. ac- ,
p.m., ADM 223 (only available fimeJ;
Dance, 9 p.m., UC 2"8 N & S.
counfants.
the SENATE meeting will be re-schedFoS!t!ring Growfh in Gifted Children,
RADIATION, INC.: Engr. (£E, ME,
uled · from Oct. 29 when Covncli has 10 a.n1., Bus 106.
IE, CE), Accfg.. Bus. Adm. and MBA
compleled agenda.
·
SUNDAY
for
various poslflcns.
USF Senale Elections: Nomtnaflons
No EvenfS.
.
oc,:. 31
-.
close Oct. 31. Teaching & <Research fac·. MONDAY
AMERICAN CYANAMID CO.: Chem.
ulty nomlnaflons are fo be made in
Library Edu. Dept., 10 a.m,, UC 204, majors
.for'
poslflons
in
research
and
your college office (no vacancy In EnFall Frolics, 10 a.m., UC Lobby.
develop men!,
,
glneeringJ. T & R !acuity with no colARMY I Table, •10 e.m., UC Lobby.
lege affiliation may make nominations
Special Evenls Comm., 2 p.m., oc . SHELL COMPANIES: Bus.'Adm. ma•lors for .financial· stall !raining and dein Vlce-Presidenf Dean's office, ADM 202.
200. A & P stall make nominations In
Developing Musical Awarenus , In veloprhent prog., ..data processing, credit
purchasing and transporMrs. Phyllis Marshall's office, CTR Youns, Children, 3 ·p.m.; u. Ch. Fellow'• · '. adminlstraflon
talion and distribution.
·,· ·
156; non-academics make nominations ship.
.
.
SHELL OIL" MARKETING (SOUTH.in Mrs. Ouida Mahoney's office, ADM
Dance Comm~ 2 p.m., UC 203. .
UNIVERSITY
ERN
REGION):
All'
Liberal
Arts or
235. Any quesflcns 10· D. R. Harkness,
Movie Comm., 2 p.m,, UC 205.
Adm. majors interested ln mar•
PLAZA
C~airman Elecfions Commillee, FOC
Intra-Service Comm., 2 p.m., UC 2Z1 Bus:
sales {non-technlcall.
232, Ext 2351.
Senior ·Class Meeting, 2 p.m., UC 252 , keting-deliler
THE SHELL COMPANIES: Phy.,
Blue Cross-Blue Shield: new enroll- E & w.
' Chem., and all Engineering 'Disciplines
ment continues fhru Oct. 31, 8:30 a.m.-4
Fashion Comm., 2 p.m., UC 255.
COME ON IN TODAY FOR A HAIRCUT, SHAVE AND A
for_ oil and gas exploration production,
p.m., AOM 106.
I. F. C- Housill!I, 2 p.m·., UC . 216. ..gas.
processing, petroleum refining,
,career Planning & Placement: Fa culs. G, Resident Affairs, 2 p.m., 1'0C
FACIAL! YOU'LL LIKE YOUR REFRESHED LOOK •••
chemical manufacture, research and
fy advisers, particularly are requested
105. ·
develapment, marketing engr., fechnlcal
AND SO WILL SHE.
fo communicate fo their senior sfudents
Study Hall, 5 p.m., LIF 235 A.
.
and service, and pipe linei transfhat. more than 25 bUsiness and educaForensic CIUb Debate, 7:30. p.m,, UC sales
m ission engr.
·
flonal organizations will interview 252 E & W'
M. A. MONTENEGRO &·co.: Acctg.
l)Olenfial employees, on campus, Nov.
·
TUESDAY
Jl)-1◄_ call ext 2295 for details.
ARMY Table, 10 a.m., uc Lobb'(. majors for stall position.
•NOV J
united Fund Drive: Drive .will end .on
Fall Frolics, 10 a.m., uc Lobby.
Del MOIiie Salos Co.: Bus. Adm. m•Nov: 2 - !Wo weeks from today.
Dean's Luncheon, noon, UC 255.
,tors
for
sales
er
marketing career.
1
Please contacf your Building caplaln If
Chem. Dept. Luncheon, noon, uc 256.
Winn-Dixie Star.es, Inc.: Bus. Adm,
you wish fo , contribute or pledge - his
,_,usic Comm.; 4 p.rri., UC 204.
-maJorS
.for
~re
manager trainees.
name ma¥ be obtained by calling ext . Recreation comm., 4 p.m., uc 205.
Aefna. Life & Casualty Co.: All ma•
2403. Donations may also b& ·senf direc•
s. G. External Affairs, 6:30 p,m., UC •lors•
considered 1o·r various· representa-:
fly to Richard Brightwell, U~F's TUF ~00.
tlve,,
engineers and underwriter£.
Chairman, DES 124.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5
NOV, 4
.
Chinsegut
Refreaf
Annual
Fall
ReFall•
Frolics,
10
a.m.,
UC
Lobby.
Bendix. . -Avionics Division: Elect.
freat of Liberal Arts faculty ' and . Siu•
ARMY Table, 10 a,md UC Lebby. · •Engrs.
for
.
'circuit
design
of alrbcrne
dents, Saturday, Nov. 8, 9 a.m.•◄ p,m.
Div. of Adm. Luncheon, 11 :30 a.m,, . electronics. ·
All faculty members are Invited UC
256.
.
Fac1ory · MU!Ual ,Engineering Corp.:
please make reservations fhrough the
Affairs Council, 2 p,m,, UI!: Engr.
ma)ors 1for varJOUs positions.
Oean's
Tuesday, 158World
.
Nov
..4. office, ext 2131 bv
·
Florida . •Power & 'Llgh! . co.: Engr.
C. C. C. Planning, 2 p.m., UC 204. n,afors
{EE, ME, IE) , for field engiAcfion Pany, 2 p.m:, UC 205.
Campus Date Book
··and power plant ·positions.
s. G. Legislature Comm., 2 p.m,, UC , ·neering
Grand
Union Co.: ' ,a,,11 fields consld•
.
. . Times and places of . organizations 223.
•ered for various positions.
Senior
Aceountlng,
2 p.m., BUS 107.
.
I
IJ!e~
n•I
:Re~ue Service: ,Acdg. _and
&~!~~;;.;~g.ub~ler areJ::ed .. ~ 11 ef:. Study Hall,·51),m., LIF 235 A.
Bus . .Adm. majors for Internal Revenue
board.s,
UCPC Meeflng, 6 p.m., UC 158.
agenf, revenue officer, fax technician
F . S., 7 p.m., FOC 1CM.
\ special agent.
·
_
--'-'....- - - - - ' - - - - - - C.
College Life, 9 p.rn.• UC 255,
Tennessee E■sfman · Co., , Engr. ma-

To Hold Fund

~

~

U~:i11Frollcs, 10 a.m., UC Lobby.
D·,v. Adm. Lu-,__
..,.uvvu, 11·.30 a.m-... UC
248 W.
_
Guidance Evaluaflon and Motovatlon
Luncheon, noon, UC 252 E.
Co-Op Edu. COnf. Lunchlon, noon, UC
255 & 6.
·
c.c.c. Planning, 2 p.m.,UC 2<M.
A'cfian Party, 2 p.m., UC 205.'
S.G. Legislative Commd 2 p,m,, UC
7lJP.ol'1t·,ca1 Union •- -tun, 2 p.m., TAT.
Senior Accounting, 2 p.m., BUS 107.
Study Hall, 5 p,m., LIF 235 A.
UCPC Meeting, 6 p,m., UC 158.
Co-Op Ed. Dinner, 6:Jo p.m., UC 255
& 6.
C.F.S., 7 p.m., FOC.
College Lila, 9 p.m., UC 255.
THURSDAY
Continuing Ed., 8 ·a.m., 2nd f'- UC .
Managamenf bY Objecflves, 9 a.m.,
uc 251.
AE Phi UNICEF, t a.m., UC Lobby.
Fall Frolics, 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
.
Guidance, Evaluation and Motiv■ tion,.
9 a.m .. UC 251.
nominations for Administrative & Pro-Jr. College Pres. Council, 9 a.m., UC
fessional and for non-academ ic rep.
252 w.
·
resentatlves. A & P nominations are to
Jr: coll ..e Pres. Council Luncheon,
be made in the office of Mrs. Phyllis
noon, UC 2"8 5 .
Marshall, CTR 156, and non-academic
BIS Luncheon, noon, UC 255.
noaminatfons in the office of Mrs.
Guidance, Evaluation and Motivation
OUlda Mahoney, ADM 235. Please call Luncheon, noon, UC 256.
D. IR. Harkness, Chairman, senate
savannah SchoOls Interview, 2 p.m.,
Elections Committee, ·Ext. Zl51; at FOC UC 200, 213,
232, if vou have any questions.
United Fund, 4 p.m., UC 203.
Sponsored Research Information: Felstudy Hall, 5 p.m., LIF 235 A.
lowshlps and Grants for study In ScanIntercom Comm., 6:30 p.m,, UC 205.
dlnavia 1971)-71 are &Vailable - awllcaFall Frolics, 7 p.m., UC 200.
'
!ion deadline ' Is November 1. In adillSfudenl Gov. Lagis., 7 p.m~ UC 252 E

FACIAL
MASSAGE
ATTHE

.·, .

Quarter Ill
·Stu.dent Teaching

Day. Faculty and admlnlsfrative and
professional
sfaffregalia.
are urged fo attend,
and
in academic
New' Location for Languave-Lltarature
Divisions: DMslon Offices (ext. 2834),
American· Studies (ext. 2857), Classics
& Ancient Studies (eCf. 2418), English
(ex!. 2421), Linqulsflcs (ext. 2446) end
Religious Studies (ext. 2221) have been
moved to SSO, offices 1 ◄9·195. Foreign
Lanuage Depl. remains In SOC 383,
Ext. 2547, Journalism In Univ. UC •726,
ex!. 26!'8, ,Pllllosophy In 'FOC 223, ext.
2454, and Speech In ENG JJ. ext. 2145.
USF Senate Eledlons: Nomlnaflons
for faculty senafors are to be made in
fhe office of the various colleges by
Oct. 31, according fo !he following pattern: 1J Nominees mus! be fUll•flme
stall, with at least one year at !he Universlty; 2) Each must be nominated in
person 'or In writing fa the office, by
two of his full-lime colleagues. As annovnced last week, there are no vacan•
cies in· the College of Engineering represenfatlon, but there is a vacancv for
fhe ·College of Ba sic Stud ies. The same
procedure should be followed in making

I

sAt., :ro~

TREAT YOURSELF TO A

US'F-St/·Pete ·To Provide
Activities ·_

'i'

Management by Obfeclive.s, 9 e.m.,

Career Planning &
Placement

USF.. Offers Ad.ult
Credit By Exam

O• ~;a.~A ~r ..- F~•-,

... i,;

THE COMMITrEE handled

DelMonfe Corp., Tampa, Fla,, Man•
agement.

I

1

He must also have a .perso.nal interview with his college
·representative. A statement
from the ·course teacher may
be required tf_j:h~_~tition cone~~ co~~

,.

TODAY
•
'Guidance Education and MOtlvaflon, 9

a.m., UC 251.
woman's Perspective, 9:30 a.m., U.
Ch. Fellowship.
S. G. Table, 9 a.m., UC Lobby;

Withdrawal deadline wifhOUf penal!y

Academic Group Gives
Disqualilieds
Last Chance .
+·
' .

, ..

new policies in policing on our should not be afraid of
own campus," Prehle . said. mistakenly reporting an inno"In this way we get better po- . cent person. "The police can
lice protection."
· determine by someone's idenWith only 20 policemen on a · tification if he belongs there
campus of 15,000 students, or not."
Prehle admits, "We've got a
However, he warns about
problem."
the dangers of prank calls.
In an attempt to ease the "There are four shifts to a
problem, a request for funds day and five men to a shift.
has been forwarded ' through
"If somebody makes a
the proper channels.
prank call 'this will reducd. the
A more immediate remedy men on patrol to half 11orce,
At the same time, we cannot
is cutting out "dead time that is time when ' the police afford not to ·a nswer all
are not patrolling," Prep.le ex- calls."
plained.
Prehle lists prank calls and
Meanwhile, he requests the .auto thefts as the two biggest
students' cooperation. "With problems the security force
15,000 students on campus, must contend with.
I'm sure some of them notice
In addition to handlinl} such
people loitering a r o u n d problems, Preble is in the
parked cars or dormitories.
process of wri·ting a book on
"If the students would just police standards anq procereport anything suspicious to dures, He is also writing for
a policeman, some of the theft The _Oracle a series of colmnns which contaiµ informacould be stopped."
He added that students tion and advice for stud~nts.

I

Hey · Kool' Cats! Are
You Hep To Jive? Our
Lingo May Not Be
Quite Up To Date On
The Modem Campus
But You Should Hear
Our Modern Sounds.
You , Name It - We
Have It In Stereo
Phonic _Tapes, J3lood
Sweat and Tears, Association, The Doors,
Creadence <;:Iearwa~r

-Revival'{ J6Nnny :Ca's~.
Chopi,n ..: We've .Ci>t
Them All. Stereo 8Track Tape Cartridges
From 3.98. 4-Track
Tape Cartridges 4.98.
Auto Players Starting
At
$39.95. Home
Players And Recorders, Earphones, All
The Accessories You
Could Possibly Need.

So Split Out.
I

MUNTZ STEREO
' 9018 FLA. AVE.

Let The New Sound
Happen To You

·

THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, Oct. 29,1969-11

Enrollment Outruns
~

EV'ENTS

~~

f§l.J&!.Jifil.J

/(§1/@/(il,@!©)

~ llffi1l~ For information on Bridge,
please contact Judy Walton at
254-5093.

serve as tour guide and lecturer; and lunch is planned at
New College at the participant's own expense.
Tickets are available at the
UC Information Desk at $1.50
for students and staff. (This
includes the bus fare and admission to the Museum). Remember: There are only a
limited number of tickets
available.

OLIVER
•.• here tonight
Tonight Oliver will be presented in blanket concert in
the Gym at 8 p.m. Tickets are
available at the University
C e n t e r (UC) Information
Desk priced at $1.50 for students and staff.

a

KINETIC ART PROGRAM lli
The third program in the
Kinetic Art Film Series will
be presented on Tuesday at 7
and 9 p.m. in the Business Auditorium. Tickets are Sl per
showing and are available at
the UC Information Desk.

TOP COLLEGE GffiL
APPLICATIONS
Applications for the 1970
Top College Girl On USF
Campus will be available
Monday at the UC Information Desk. The winner of this
title on campus will be entered
into Glamour Magazine's national competition to select
the Top Ten College Girls in
the nation.
The woman c;hosen Top College Girl On The USF Campus
must exhibit leadership, not
only in fashion and grooming,
but in some campus or community activity politics,
arts, sciences, social services,
volunteer programs - that is
beyond her regular curricula
requirements.
The entrants in the USF
competition may be sponsored
by an an approved on-campus
organization (only one official
entry per organization) or
ten-student signatures (a student may sign a petition for
only one candidate.) Each
entrant must submit her
application by Jan. 15, 1970,
with a 5"x7" black and white,
full-length photograph to UC
159.
.

Oliver's latest hit "Jean" is
Number 1 in the nation and he
was awarded a gold record
for "Good Morning Starshine."
FMllLY NIGHT
Family Night in Storybookland , an annual event planned
for the children of staff, faculty, and married students, will
be held Halloween Night, Frida,y.

A dinner will be served in
the UC Cafeteria from 4:306 :30 p.m.; free games, cartoons, and rides will be held
in the UC from 5-8 p.m; and a
costume parade will be held
on Crescent Hill at 8 p.m. to
determine the Most Original,
Most Beautiful, and the Funniest costumes.
Following the costume parade, the animated movie,
"Gay Pur'ree" will be shown
. in the Theatre.

ART MUSEUM TOUR
The UC Ar ts and Exhibits
Committee is sponsoring a
student-faculty tour to the
Sarasota Ringling Brothers
Museum Nov. 8.
·
A chartered bus will be
le~ving from the UC at 8 a.m.
and returning at approximately 5 p.m.
· Free coffee and donuts will
be provided 6n the bus; a
USF faculty member will

Nine short films compose
this program. A 60-second
film, "Flower," was one of
the Silver Award winners in
the Montreal Expo Animation
Festival on the theme, "Man
and His World."
"Versailles," by A I be rt
Lamoris.se, another short film
shown in this program of
award-winning films is the
first short film made since his
classic, "The Red Balloon."
"Shot From A Helicopter"
represents Lamorisse's mastery of color, imaiery, and
film sense in this aerial discovery of the splendors· of
Versailles. This film won the
Grand Prize for the Short
Film Division at the Cannes
Film Festival.

SEWING CONTEST
DEADLINE
Deadline for turning in your
completed sewn garments and
application entry blanks for
the annual Needles And Pins
Sewing Contest is Nov. 13, at
5 p.m. in UC 159.
Entry blanks and rules are
available at the UC Information Desk.

TOUEN AMENTS
Tournaments are now being
played in chess, billiards, and
table tennis. Approximately 50
contestants have completed
two rounds in the individual
events. Final play in each will
begin around Nov_ 17. · Winners may be eligible toe .e nter
regional competition at. Georgia Tech to be held Qu_arter

WEEKEND MOVIE
"Born Free," the poignant
story of a lioness named Elsa ,
will be shown Friday, Saturday, and Sunday at 7 :30 p.m.
in the Business Auditorium.
This film has won two Academy Awards for best song and
best musical score. Admission
price is 35 cents.
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The Aegean, the USF yearbook, may be in danger of
having its funds taken away,
Jeff Smith, 2AMS, said Friday.
The' Aegean has not been allowing males without coats
and ties to have their senior
pictur.es taken .
Andros Rep. Bob Hogue,
4PSY, quoted an Aegean staff
member as saying that a picture of him would "look like
an ink blot" on a page, without a coat and tie.

A STUDENT Government
(SG) delegation of Hogue,
Smith and newly elected Senate Pres. Pro Tempore Mary
Margaret Rutledge went to
the Aegean office, where
Smith read a resolution calling for the removal of funds
for the Aegean that had been
presented to the SG last year.
The dress question was one
of the main sections in the

resolution, which was introduced last February.
After reading the resolution,
Smith told Aegean editor
Miles Ross , 4POL, the reason
the resolution was· withdrawn
last year was because the editor of the Aegean last year
had promised to change the
dress code_

Future Lawyers

~-

The Regular Student Assistant Program is funded by the
state and also promotes parttime employment of students.

THE CAREER Planning
and Placement Services office, located on the fifth floor
of the Library, also assists
students in obtaining offcampus work. Numerous requests are received for student help in the Bay area.
Tomaino mentioned that a
number of students would be
helping to conduct a threeweek traffic survey which will
be taking place soon in
Tampa.
Undergraduate
students,
working on campus in CWSP,
earn between $1.45 to $3 an
hour. Minimum wage is $1.45.
Graduate students can earn
up to $3.50 an hour and Graduate assistantships up to $6.

Qotnplexiott
Qaie
GI>rogiant,
Merle Norman Cosmetics has what it takes to create
perfectly beautiful complexions. The comple.~ion care ex•
pert at yo ur Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio will individually program a system to give your complexion precisely
what it needs to go from fallible to flawle ss.

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
CARD!

TERRACE PLAZA MALL
PHONE: 988-7394

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

s·oc Off On Our
Admission Price
Each Time You Attend

PHONE: 933-4097
. Featuring A Complete Line

Of Wigs and Hairpieces and A

ON SALE AT BOX
OFFICE $1.00

Professional Wig Service Dept.

Interview Set
Students interested in attending law school at the University of Notre Dame should
meet today with Prof. Frank
F. Booker, in Social Science
371.

theatre

at Centre Stage, Nov. 4-8, 11-1 S
A DELICATE BALANCE, by Edward Albee

on the Main Stage, Nov. 13-15, 20-22
THE PERSECUTION AND ASSASSINATION OF JEAN-PAUL MARAT
AS PERFORMED BY THE INMATES OF TH£ ASYLUM OF CHARENTON UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE MARQUIS DE SADE, by
Peter Webs
·
' . .
---,~

'if/ue aPeter Max ,Joie-Bag
.

Borden's

KCK Happy Birthday ILY TM
Look - Bargain hunter, newly- We served you coffee all night
weds - Garage sale Sat., Oct. 15. Why not come and talk
10arn-5pm, 10709 N Dixon Ave. with us Thursday night. We can
Just south . of 109th Av~- and bring the church to serve the
east of Flori~a Ave. Appliances, present age. St. Tim 's Fellowclothes, furruture, -records, etc. ship. 971-8525
For Sale:By owner- three bed-F
--ra_nk
__a_n_d--R-it-a-•s-R,..e_s_t-au_r_a_nt
room horn~. 5'/4 pe~ cent FHA. 22nd and Fletcher. 6am to 8pm.
No gualifymg. 10 mms. to USF, Good food and good prices.
2 min. to I-75. Phone 932-8987
after 5 p.m.

1O. AUTOMOTIVE

- ~

.

Introducing ANew
Dairy Lunch From
Watch for it Next
Week at The
Science Center
Snack Bar and

- - - - - - - - - - - - fiifrfuiifilnn&.iiimh;,:...,,s;;~. .,_._;:-,.;¼.@~,·#fif;4i-.:?z:2;i&}

1

mERLE noRmAn cosmrncs

starting our 10th season

1

: Halloween :
\ Special

Girls $1.00
Gents $3.00

THEATRE USF

____________

1962 Chevy Impala 4-door hardtop six cylinder white with blue
interior radio-heater,
power
steering $650 Call 988-8332.

FRI. & SAT. 9 TO 12:30 P.M.

All You
Can Drink

dents from low-income families, and other students in
need of financial aid to pursue
courses of study.

"I DON'T want to talk
about it now," Ross said.
"You'll be hearing from me,
probably in writing."
"If nothing happens between now and Wednesday,
I'm going to submit a new
resolution to take away their
funds," Smith said.
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson,
journalism professor and director of campus publications,
said, "Whatever the students
want, I'll go along with. It's
their money."

21. MISCELLANEOUS

. •

FOR :
A. ♦
\

"WE HAVE a large backlog
of applicants seeking parttime work, for on- and offcampus jobs," said Tomaino.
"Of course," he pointed ·out,
"most students prefer oncampus employment because
of the ·convenience."
The College Work-Study
Program (CWSP) is funded
by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and is designed to promote part-time employment
of students, particularly stu-

6. FOR SALE

♦ GREAT ♦
♦ SHOWS ♦

:

Program.

Yearbook Funds
In Danger-Smith

CLASSIFIED ADS

Rooms _ for rent .in..a _private ,tr'ITEl'iTIQN ALL SENIORS
home" -for- older~ male. - Phone -FROM -4'AMPA · BAY AREA 988-8130. Very olean.room,
,
CAREER ·- $600. per month ,
,
· · . .Plus expense allowance for man
LAKE FR(?NT HOUSE FOR needed for aggressive insurance
RENT Furmshed 3 Bdrm., spot- agency. Send resume to: P.O.
Jes~, 2 acres of landscape.a and Box 11702, Tampa, Florida,
_.. spr~kler_e.d . lawn. : 1:llurrunated 33610
for eyenmg entertaipmg. Beach - - - - - - - - - - - and dock, covered outdoor .bar- Become a Merle Girl and earn
beque facilitie~. 6 acres of cit- extra money • by taking orders
rus. 8 mins. north of USF. 3 min for Merle Norman Cosmetics
to I-75. , $200 per month or best right in your own dorm. Visit
offer.. This site, with massive our Terrace P laza Studio for
moss , · draped oaks overlooking more details.
serene lake. Stemper was se- - - - - - - - - - - - Jected bv the Catholic priest Au- Sophomore 1:]rrough. _graduate
gustine Stemper in the lSOO's for student. Parttime position availhis peronal meditation. .
able as a ~anager for onFor appt. to inspect this prop- campus advert1smg. Ma:ket reerty valued over $100,000, please search a~d s_ales pron:obon ~~-ocall 9{9-6788. Evenings or week- grams. Li_beial fees will pro\ 1_de
ends
a steady rncome all year. If m.
terested call collect 404-892-1881
Rooms for rent in a private Atlanta, Georgia.
home for older male. Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
988-8130. Very clean room.

~

Students are finding employment scarce on campus.
This situation has developed
with the increase enrollment
this quarter, while the number of part-time positions has
remained about the same
as last year, Joe Tomaino. assistant director; Career Planning and Placement Services,
said.
The part-time jobs are filled
with about 600 students, half
in the CoHege Work-Study
Program and the other half in
the Regular Student Assistant

WITH THE SOUL SOU NO OF THE ltAVEN

14. HELP WANTED

2. FOR RENT
11945 Florida Ave' .

BEER BLAST

USF Job Openings

1JC

WIN!!

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RAT.ES
5 lines
(27 characters/line)

__ . $1.00
AdditionalLine _______ .15
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Repeated: 2-4 Issues ____ .oo~
$25 for the person who will take More than 4 issues ---- .75*
over my Fontana. contract. If in- •Per five lines (27 characters)
terested call Bob Silverman
971-6511 Fontana Hall 623.

12. SWAPS

SCIENCE. CENTER

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Has Done A Lot Of

Atmosphere

Graduate Study
And we've come up with some pretty imporlnnt information. For example,we know that college men are in the
best health period of their lives, that they ,have a greater
life expect an.cy, and that they will com mand greater incomes in le ss .hazardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life in surancc-saving·s plan espec ially for college men. It's called
the Protect ive J_ife College Senior Plan. nnd offers exceptional benefi ts · at preferred rates. Coverage incl11des
accidental death. disability, and ·a protected insurnbility
benef it. The Colle<:e Senior Plan has no war excl11sion
cla11se, offe rs foll aviation covera~e. and becomes completely paid up at normal retirement age. Also. premium
deposits may be deferred ,inti! earnings increase.
Get full detai ls from these College Representatives:
Johnny R. Adcock
James I. Montgomery, Jr.

PLUS!
Contest will begin next Wednesday at the
.Science Center Snack Bar. This will surely
be a contest you won't want to miss!!
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·Sponsored by

IMO

UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICE

Adcock-Moo re & Associates
Suite :W6. Mariner Building
54]5 Mariner Street
·
Tampa, Fla. 3360\l
Tel: 877-8391

LOCATED AT

. PROTEGTNE LIFE INSURANCE COI\-IPANY

BASEMENT LOUNGE
AREA - Science Center
·•.···.

Snack Bar
Great! I "Big"
Sandwiches
New Menu For
Fall Quarter
"Built for your ·
comfort"

.
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Mid East And U.S. Policy: Another Story
tempt to bring justice to those
who " do not exist."

Ai."\'D NOW we ask, "Was
the establishment of a United
National Relief and Works
Agency (UNRWA) to serve a
non-existent t h i n g?? . ..
What about two million refugees who have been living in
tents for more than two decades?
University community, I believe, is an open, free and intellectual-minded community.
Here issues are discussed
with consideration to ALL rel·
evant facts.
Biases and prejudices have
nq place in centers of learning, and .people have the right
to know both sides of an important issue as the conflict in
the Middle East. Unfortunately, . "the other . side of the
coin" in the Middle East story
never has. been told to the
Arp.erican people.

a young
palestinian
tiger cub:

a
commando

of the
future
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Ft/NNY YOUR£ A6/Rl ...

.

ONCE AMONTH YOU f££l l/KEA

•Jt~UYou're not as mini as usual? It's only temporary,
you know. A monthly problem. But ·who cares when
.you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I'm so fat feeling"?
~NDAR, that's who, ~NDAR'LL help keep you
slim as you are all month long. Its .modern diuretic
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-menstrual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
taking TRENDAR 4 to 7 days before that time, It'll help
make you look better and feel better.

EDITOR'S NOTE : With this
third installment of a. series,
Ghazi Aboulhosn directs his
article to the "open, free and
intellectual-minded community" 1o present "the other side
of the coin" concerning U.S.
policy in the conflict.
Due t-0 recent events and a
wealth of inlormation, The
Oracle has decided to include
a fourth part, which will appear in ne:1.-t week's issue.
" There was no such thing
as Palestinians . . . They did
not exist . _ ." (Golda Meir,
June 15, 1969).

ANY FUTURE studies of
the Middle . East conflict
should include that Israeli's
greatest victories were not
the military ories, but were
th<'!ir success in turning public
opinion to their side.
The American press hardly
criticized Israel, bu t if they do
so it w'ill. not be .without an accompanying justification. The
Americ~n press in general
dm:ing the summer of 1967.
hardly mentioned the Arab
cause uuless it was a quotation from a Communist paper
such as Izvestia, or portrayed
the Arab cause as a "Commu- ·
nist charge."
Later in the year the news
of any battle between Israel
and the Arabs was edited in
the following fashion:
"Israeli planes took off to
punish the Russian-armed
Arab Commandos," or. "Israeli artillery knocked out
five Russian-built tanks," or,
"Israel with A m e r i c a n
ground-to-air missiles shot
down ten Russian-built MIGs
and killed 21 Russian-trained
Egyptian soldiers."

We all know, however, that
the United Nations h a d
annually on its agenda the
problem of the people who
" did not exist" for the past
two decades.

WITH SUCH A fashion the
American press treated the
Arab-Israeli conflict, a n d
created the pro-Israeli public
opinion. For a long time, they
portrayed the Israelis as
Also, it's well known that heroes and as though they
the United Nations adopted were fighting the Russians
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _n_u_m_e_ro_us_r_e_so_l_u_tio_n_s_i_n_i_ts_a_t_- 1 and not the Arabs.
Other types of fact distortjons read by the American
public were on the refugee's
plight, such as the allegations
that the Palestinians left upon
their own free will and choice.
Arnold Toynbee in his book
' 'A Study of History" described the reasons behind the
plight. "The evil deeds that
were comparable to crimes
committed against tl1e Jews

TRENDAR-ffMAKES YOU GI.AO YDUkE A6/Rl!

If you're tired of using
two or more separate solutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It's
Lensine the all-purpose
lens solution for complete contact lens careprepa ring, cleaning, and
soaking. ■ Justa drop or
twooflensinebeforeyou
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smoother and non-irritating.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. ■
Lensine is sterile, self.
sanitizing, and antiseptic making it ideal fo r
storage of your lenses
between wearing periods.
And you get a removable
storage case on the bot:..Jorn of every bottle, a
....,,.,. ~-,
,,,J
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by the Nazis; were the massacre of men, women and · children at Dair Yasin, 1948,
which precipitated a flight of
the Arab population in large
numbers . · __ The Arab blood
on April 9, ·1948, at Dair Yasin was on the head of the
Irgun; tl1e expulsion after
May 15, 1948, were on the
heads of all Israel. "
AGAIN, IN a debate with
Yacov Herzog, Israeli Ambassador to Canada, held at
McGill University in Montreal
on Jan. 31, 1961, Toynbee .succinctly ex-pressed the ' following:
"But I would make a point
that Israel has. "All Israel
has implicated itsei.f, so· to
speak, -in the results of that
-flight, partly flight, artly expulsion in the matter of the
massacre of the Palestinian
Arabs, because they have
taken and · held the land and
the property 'which is legally
still .that of the Arabs.
Now putting it bluntly, this
is robbery, and I -am sure it is
on the Je~h . conscience.
From .the preceding statement
we learn tliat the Palestini.ans
· were forced . to flee their
homes, and leave them to the
Zionist, who used all kinds of
terrorist tactics against them.
Covering up for their terrorist activities, they publicized
outmoded, worn out arguments and statements which
cannot be substantiated, by
accusing Pres_ Nasser of
speaking about killing a11:the
Jews and driving them to·the
sea. Certainly the people who
believed these arguments, and
that _N asser is the cau~e,of all
the trouble, display a "good
deal of ignorance."

fice huge interests of $1.7-billion annual net inflow (American Enterprises Institute).
The American losses in the
area are gains for the Russians and the Israelis. The
Russians increase their-influence. The Israelis . satisfy
their territorial expansion and
consolidate it. But we understand this policy and not necessarily justify it when we
read what Senator J. W. Fullbright said about it in the second session of the 86th Congress on April, 1960:

their foreign policy being
whipsawed by an irresponsible maritime union and by
minority pressure gr.oups."

years we have seen the rise ·of
organizations dedicated apparently not to America but to
foreign states and groups."

The Arkansas Senator Fullbright added in his speech,
"The President cannot conduct our foreign policy in the
Middle East under these circumstances. That policy is
being directed by minority
pressure groups ... In recent

The most recent setback in
the U.S. foreign p.olicy was
demonstrated in Lybia on
September 1, 1969, when the
pro-U.S. monarchist rule was
collapsed and the New Lybian
Arab Republic was proclaimed.

"~ffi. PRESIDENT, last
night the Senate by a substantial · majority adopted an
amendment to the Mutual Security Act which amounts to
political coercion by the United States on behalf of one side
to the long-smoldering Arab- ·
Israeli dispute . . . The principle reason this amendment
was offered was not because
the overall good of the United
States, but because of the existence of a pressure group in
the United States which seeks
to inject the Arab-Israeli dis-·
pute into domestic politics
. . • 180 million American find

IS YOUR FACE

\) QEART-SHAPED?_, _
COME IN TODAY

FOR A HAIRDO
ESPECIALLY STYLED
TO FLATTER YOUR
FACIAL CONTOURS!
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· Beauty Salan ~ Wig Center
fltt<hor Ave. at 22nd St.
Phone 91~•7432

THE
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ANOTHER . INTERESTING
case about how Israel distorted the news, is the attack on
the U.S. "Liberty" ship which
took 34 American lives and severely injured 78 others_ The
attack occurred in broad daylight. The ship was marked
with bold English letters and
flying the U.S. flag.
Israeli planes flew several
reconaissance missions over
the ship hours before the attack. They had plenty of time
to identify it, but for the
Press it is still an "understandable mistake. " But I
say, maybe, intentionally they
ordered the sinking of the Liberty to implicate the Egyptians and create another Viet
Nam sooner than intended!! !
The analysis of U.S . .foreign
policy toward the Middle East
indicates a c l a s s i c case
in contradictions, inconsistencies, and failures. One cannot
understand how a great na•
tion would follow a narrow
and partisan policy and sacri-

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

WESTSHORE PLAZA

DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST
BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

VESTED INTEREST. • •

Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Lensine. ■ Caringforconhas been ·demonstrated · tact lenses can be as con_....,,,,,,__
venient as wearing them
with Lensine, from the

Murine Company, Inc.·

VEST YOURSELF ·in Our Luxuriously
Hunger: Rather Common And Rather Cruel

that improper storage
between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
This isa sure cause of eye
irritation and could seri•
ously endanger vision.

USF Black Studies Instructor
Wants Courses Required
William Smith , USF instructor in black studies, told reporters in an interview last
week that he would like to see
a black studies course become
a University requirement.
Smith said that through stu-

the students and the University.
He stated that a student
could not receive a complete
education until he has lived
the "·b lack experience."
Smith described the program as a series of courses
dent support and legislation which help to e~plain the conthe course as ~ requirement · tributions _and achievements '
could be a .great asset to both of black people.
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